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Collection Overview

REPOSITORY: Manuscripts and Archives
Yale University Library
P.O. Box 208240
New Haven, CT 06520-8240
mssa.assist@yale.edu
http://www.library.yale.edu/mssa/

CALL NUMBER: MS 769

CREATOR: Wimsatt, William K. (William Kurtz), 1907-1975

TITLE: William Kurtz Wimsatt papers

DATES: 1935-1975

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: 26.75 linear feet (64 boxes)

LANGUAGE: English

SUMMARY: The papers are entirely professional including a small amount of 
correspondence, teaching materials, unpublished speeches and writings, 
copies of his published works, subject files and notes. Wimsatt's teaching 
materials, which contain bibliographies, notes on his readings, and outlines 
for class presentations, make up more than half of the papers. Copies 
of almost all of Wimsatt's published work together with the related 
correspondence are also in the papers. His advocacy of the New Criticism 
and his prominent place in American literary criticism drew letters from 
Monroe C. Beardsley, Northrop Frye, Marshall McLuhan, I. A. Richards, Allen 
Tate and Renée Wellek. There are a few biographical items, his own student 
notes and papers, but no personal papers. His interest in Catholic aDairs is 
represented by some miscellaneous correspondence and items in the subject 
files.

ONLINE FINDING AID: To cite or bookmark this finding aid, please use the following link: https://
hdl.handle.net/10079/fa/mssa.ms.0769

Requesting Instructions
To request items from this collection for use in the Manuscripts and Archives reading room, please use 
the request links in the HTML version of this finding aid, available at https://hdl.handle.net/10079/fa/
mssa.ms.0769.

To order reproductions from this collection, please go to http://www.library.yale.edu/mssa/
ifr_copy_order.html. The information you will need to submit an order includes: the collection call number, 
collection title, series or accession number, box number, and folder number or name.

Key to the container abbreviations used in the PDF finding aid:

b. box
f. folder
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Administrative Information

Immediate Source of Acquisition
Gift of Mrs. William K. Wimsatt, 1976.

Conditions Governing Access
Wimsattâ€™s correspondence to his parents is closed to research at the donorâ€™s request. The rest 
of the materials are open for research.

Conditions Governing Use
Copyright for unpublished materials authored or otherwise produced by William Kurtz Wimsatt has 
been transferred to Yale University. These materials may be used for non-commercial purposes without 
seeking permission from Yale University as the copyright holder. For other uses of these materials, 
please contact mssa.assist@yale.edu.

Copyright status for other collection materials is unknown. Transmission or reproduction of materials 
protected by U.S. Copyright Law (Title 17, U.S.C.) beyond that allowed by fair use requires the written 
permission of the copyright owners. Works not in the public domain cannot be commercially exploited 
without permission of the copyright owners. Responsibility for any use rests exclusively with the user.

Preferred Citation
William Kurtz Wimsatt Papers (MS 769). Manuscripts and Archives, Yale University Library.

Biographical / Historical
William Kurtz Wimsatt, Jr., scholar, critic, and teacher of literature, was born on November 17, 1907, in 
Washington, D.C. From 1924 to 1929 he attended Georgetown University, where he earned his A.B., summa 
cum laude in 1928 and his M.A. in 1929. While studying at Georgetown Wimsatt contributed reviews, 
essays, poems, short stories, and translations to the   Georgetown College Journal. He was on the staD from 

1925 to 1928 and served as Managing Editor in 1928. 
1

From 1929 to 1930 Wimsatt taught Latin at Gonzaga High School in Washington, D.C. From 1930 to 
1935 he served as Head of the English Department at Portsmouth Priory School, Rhode Island, where he 
taught both English and Latin. In 1935 Wimsatt served as an assistant instructor in English at Catholic 
University of America while doing graduate work in Medieval Latin, Old French, French literature, and 
English literature.

Wimsatt continued his graduate education at Yale University, where he studied Old English, English 
literature, and bibliography. His poem, Shapes from Dusk and Winter,   I-XV, won the Yale University Cook 
Prize for Poetry in 1938. He received his Ph.D. in 1939. His doctoral dissertation,   The Prose Style of Samuel 
Johnson, was written under the direction of Frederick A. Pottle and Chauncey B. Tinker and later published 
as Volume 94 of   Yale Studies in English (1941). It announced a life-long interest in prose style.

After graduation Wimsatt joined the Yale University English Department faculty as an instructor. In 1943 
he advanced to assistant professor, in 1949 to associate professor, and in 1955 to full professor. In 1965 he 
became the first Frederick CliDord Ford Professor of English. In 1974 he was named Sterling Professor of 
English.
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Wimsatt was active in many learned organizations. He served as Chairman of the English Institute (1954) 
and edited three volumes of Institute essays: English Stage Comedy (1965),   Explication as Criticism (1963), 
and   Literary Criticism: Idea and Act (1974). He served on the Executive Council of the Modern Language 
Association (1955-1958) and edited   Versification: Major Language Types: Sixteen Essays (1972) for the 
Association. He was President of the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences (1969-1970). He served 
on the College Section Committee of the National Council of Teachers of English and as Chairman of 
the Executive Committee for the Catholic Committee on Intellectual and Cultural ADairs. He was also 
involved with many scholarly journals and editions. He was a consultant to the Catholic Renascence 
Society (publishers of   Renascence), an advisor to the Yale Edition of the Private Papers of James Boswell, 
and a member of the Editorial Committee for the Yale Edition of the Works of Samuel Johnson; he also lent 
his name and support to less well-known publications, for example,   Style and   Concerning Poetry.

During his career Wimsatt received many honors. He held a Guggenheim Fellowship (1946-1947) and a Ford 
Foundation Fellowship from the Fund for the Advancement of Education (1953-1954). From Georgetown he 
received the John Carroll Award (1957) and the Alumni Association Educator's Testimonial. The National 
Council of Catholic Men cited him, along with three other men, for "intellectual excellence" (1963). In 1965 
he was elected a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. He received honorary degrees 
from Villanova University (1962), the University of Notre Dame (1963), St. Louis University (1964), LeMoyne 
College (1965), and Kenyon College (1970). On his sixty-fifth birthday former students and colleagues 
published Literary Theory and Structure: Essays in Honor of William K. Wimsatt (1973).

Wimsatt was an eminent scholar of eighteenth-century English literature. After his dissertation on 
Johnson, he wrote two more books on eighteenth-century subjects: Philosophic Words: A Study of Style 
and Meaning in the Preamble and Dictionary of Samuel Johnson (1948) and   The Portraits of Alexander Pope
(1965). He edited   Alexander Pope: Selected Poetry & Prose (1951) and   Samuel Johnson on Shakespeare
(1960). He co-edited   Boswell for the Defence, 1769-1774 (1959) with F. A. Pottle and   Samuel Johnson: 
Selected Poetry and Prose (1977) with Frank Brady. In addition he wrote numerous articles on eighteenth-
century subjects, such as "One Relation of Rhyme to Reason: Alexander Pope" (1941), "Rhetoric and Poems: 
The Example of Pope" (1949), "The Augustan Mode in English Poetry" (1953), "In Praise of   Rasselas: Four 
Notes (Converging)" (1968), "Imitation as Freedom, 1717-1798" (1970), and "Belinda Ludens: Strife and Play 
in   The Rape of the Lock" (1972).

Wimsatt wrote on a variety of subjects outside the eighteenth century. He produced several articles on 
Edgar Allan Poe, two on T.S. Eliot, and one on chess problems. His interest in prosody led him to collaborate 
with Monroe C. Beardsley on "The Concept of Meter: An Exercise in Abstraction" (1959). To answer the 
questions raised by their initial article they wrote: "On the Objectivity of Meter" (1962) and "Rhythm and 
'Exercises in Abstraction'" (1962). Wimsatt further clarified his theory of prosody in "The Rule and the 
Norm: Halle and Keyser on Chaucer's Meter" (1970). Wimsatt's interest in comedy as a special problem for 
the literary theorist led him to edit The Idea of Comedy: Essays in Prose and Verse: Ben Johnson to George 
Meredith (1969).

Wimsatt's most important contribution to literary studies was in the area of theory. His contribution 
began with two polemical essays written in collaboration with M. C. Beardsley: "The Intentional 
Fallacy" (1946) and "The ADective Fallacy" (1949). He later collaborated with Cleanth Brooks to articulate 
the history of and theory behind the New Criticism in Literary Criticism: A Short History (1957). Wimsatt 
consistently argued for the art object as an organic whole and as the proper center of critical interest. 
He summarized and extended earlier theories of tension, irony, and metaphor in such essays as "The 
Structure of the 'Concrete Universal' in Literature" (1947), "The Substantive Level" (1951), and "Poetic 
Tension: A Summary" (1958). He expressed his theory of literature and the nature of criticism throughout 
his practical criticism, reviews, and debates with other critics (e.g., "The Chicago Critics" [1953], "Northrop 
Frye: Criticism as Myth" [1966], and "Battering the Object: The Ontological Approach" [1970]). René Wellek 
has written: "I would argue that Wimsatt will be remembered mainly as a theorist of literature. His work 

can be viewed as the culmination or summary of the New Criticism." 
2
 His writings on the mimetic, moral, 

and religious aspects of language and literature (e.g., "In Search of Verbal Mimesis" [1976], "Poetry and 
Morals: A Relation Reargued" [1948], "Poetry and Christian Thinking" [1951], the Epilogue to   Literary 
Criticism: A Short History [1957], and "Day of the Leopards" [1969] reflect his concern with and attempt 
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to define the relationship between literary and other kinds of experience. He collected some of his essays 
in three volumes:   The Verbal Icon: Studies in the Meaning of Poetry (1954),   Hateful Contraries: Studies in 
Literature and Criticism (1965), and   Day of the Leopards: Essays in Defense of Poems(1976).   The Verbal 
Icon was especially important in popularizing the New Criticism.

Wimsatt died of a heart attack on December 17, 1975.

-----

1. This information on Wimsatt's involvement with the Journal comes from an unpublished essay by 
Frank Mita. The essay, written for an undergraduate American Studies Seminar at Georgetown, discusses 
whether Wimsatt's college writings foreshadow his later critical writings. The essay also provides an 
interesting portrait of Georgetown in the 1920's. In a supplement to the essay Mita discusses a visit he had 
with Wimsatt in March, 1975. For a copy of the essay, supplement, and some correspondence, including a 
list of Wimsatt's contributions to the   Journal, see: Series V, SUBJECT FILES, Frank Mita.

2. René Wellek, "The Literary Theory of William K. Wimsatt," The Yale Review, 64 (Winter, 1977), pp. 
178-179. The article provides an excellent survey of Wimsatt's contribution as a literary theorist.

Scope and Contents
The William Kurtz Wimsatt Papers reflect Wimsatt's interests and contributions as a scholar and teacher 
from 1935 to 1975 and his involvement with the New Criticism. Wimsatt's student notes and essays, his 
students' essays, and his teaching notes make it possible to examine the impact of the New Criticism on 
pedagogical methods.

Correspondence is filed by subject throughout the collection. Most of the correspondence is incoming. 
Wimsatt usually wrote a note about his reply on the incoming letter itself, but there are few full drafts 
or copies of Wimsatt's outgoing correspondence. Except for a brief note about Wimsatt's "Comment on 
'Two Essays in Criticism'" (1942), there is no important correspondence with Cleanth Brooks, nor is there 
any with Robert Penn Warren in the collection. There are many short, informative notes from René Wellek 
and several letters from Allen Tate, especially in his capacity as editor of The Sewanee Review. There are 
occasional notes from I. A. Richards, Marshall McLuhan, and Northrop Frye. There are also many notes, 
either asking for or acknowledging advice, from Wimsatt's former students. The collection contains a large 
body of correspondence from Monroe C. Beardsley. Wimsatt's and Beardsley's complete correspondence 
with and about Ananda K. Coomeraswamy, who objected to their article on "Intention" (for the   Dictionary 
of World Literature [1943]), is of special interest, as is their later correspondence concerning prosody. The 
incoming correspondence in response to controversial articles, such as "The Intentional Fallacy" (1946), 
"The Chicago Critics" (1953), or "Northrop Frye: Criticism as Myth" (1966) is an index of contemporary 
critical attitudes and responses to the New Criticism. The collection also contains correspondence 
concerning specific research, for example, Wimsatt's extensive correspondence with Thomas O. Mabbott 
about Poe and with a variety of scholars on subjects such as Joyce's aesthetic theory, the relation between 
pleasure and pain, and the use of value terms in criticism. In Series II the largest body of correspondence 
is in   Theories of Poetry, especially in the last quarter of this section. In other series the folder captions 
signal the presence of correspondence. The collection as a whole reflects the close relationship between 
Wimsatt's teaching and scholarship. It contains almost no biographical or personal information.

The papers are arranged in five series: Series I TEACHING MATERIALS; Series II STUDENT NOTES AND 
ESSAYS; Series III UNPUBLISHED SPEECHES AND WRITINGS; Series IV PUBLICATIONS; and Series V 
SUBJECT FILES.

Series I, TEACHING MATERIALS, contains extensive bibliographies and notes on primary and secondary 
materials, oDprints of relevant articles (often with Wimsatt's annotations), and Wimsatt's class 
preparations (i.e., outlines, notes, and questions). Wimsatt frequently used his own student notes in 
teaching, thus most of his early notes on Chaucer, eighteenth-century English literature, bibliography, and 
literary theory, for example, can be found in this series. Since he used the working papers for his books 
in teaching, many notes and drafts for Literary Criticism: A Short History and his work on eighteenth-
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century literature will be found here. Series I also contains essays, written by his students, which Wimsatt 
considered excellent or especially informative.

This series is divided into five sections: Freshman English;   Studies in Literary Form; Sophomore English and 
Representative English Authors;   The Age of Johnson and English Poetry from Pope to Blake; and   Theories 
of Poetry.

Series II, STUDENT NOTES AND ESSAYS, contains all the essays that Wimsatt wrote and saved as a 
graduate student. The notes in this series concern either subjects which he had no occasion to teach or 
information which he did not find directly useful in preparing his own classes.

Series III, UNPUBLISHED SPEECHES AND WRITINGS, consists of speeches which Wimsatt did not 
revise for publication and some occasional writings. The following lectures may be of special interest: 
"The Religious Poetry of Gerard Manley Hopkins" (1934), "McCarthyism" (1954), and "Reminiscences of 
Portsmouth Priory" (1966). Lectures which formed the basis of later articles are filed with their respective 
articles in Series IV.

Series IV, PUBLICATIONS, contains oDprints of almost all Wimsatt's published work. It includes some 
of his occasional writings, such as a chess anecdote for the Silliman News (1974). Several reviews of 
 The Yale Literary Magazine (1940-1942, 1948) and comments on questions such as "Is Catholicism Anti-
Democratic?" (1950) represent his contribution to   The Yale Daily News. The file on each publication 
includes a list of people to whom Wimsatt sent copies. The correspondence about the New Criticism 
and rival critical attitudes is especially interesting. Wimsatt's "A Distinguished Professor: Reality into 
Art" (1966), a memoir of John J. Toohey, S.F., and examination of Wimsatt's undergraduate story about him, 
may have some biographical interest.

Series V, SUBJECT FILES, includes mainly routine correspondence and pictures of famous art works. This 
series contains some material of biographical interest: Frank Mita's correspondence with and essays on 
Wimsatt, Wimsatt's survey of his work (1945?) for his Guggenheim application, and a brief memoir of 
Gonzaga High School (to which a former student replied with a description of Wimsatt's arrival on the 
first day of class). In his responses to Frank Sheed's and J. M. O'Neill's questions about Catholic students in 
secular colleges, Wimsatt briefly described his own educational experience. The extensive correspondence 
concerning the English Institute may also be of some interest.

Arrangement
Arranged in five series: I. Teaching Materials. II. Student Notes and Essays. III. Unpublished Speeches and 
Writings. IV. Publications. V. Subject Files.
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Collection Contents
Series I: TEACHING MATERIALS

 
Container Description

Freshman English

b. 1, f. 1 Syllabus

b. 1, f. 2-3 Teacher's guide

b. 1, f. 4 Introduction to poetry: notes re: various definitions and examples

b. 1, f. 5 Understanding poetry: assignments and notes re: terms used in discussions and individual 
poems

b. 1, f. 6 Meredith. The Ordeal of Richard Feveral: notes re: family relations and themes

b. 1, f. 7 Hawthorne. The Scarlet Letter: notes re: structure of novel, Puritanism as theme, relationships 
between characters, symbolism

b. 1, f. 8 Bronte. Wuthering Heights: notes re: chronology of story, narrator, use of nature imagery

b. 1, f. 9 Short Stories for Study: assignments, paper topics, bibliography and notes re: individual stories

b. 1, f. 10 Carlyle. The French Revolution: assignments, quiz and notes re: Carlyle's life, other works and 
attitude toward history

b. 1, f. 11 Ruskin. Stones of Venice and   Modern Painters: assignments and notes re: biography, pathetic 
fallacy, classicism and modernism, Gothic revival in architecture

b. 1, f. 12 Tennyson: notes re: individual poems

Studies in Literary Form

b. 1, f. 13 Course outlines and exams 1959 - 1965

b. 1, f. 14 Iliad: bibliography, paper topics and notes re: structure, composition, stories behind poem, 
meter, examples of translations and Achilles' character

b. 1, f. 15 Euripides. Oresteia: bibliography, paper topics and notes re: relation to Homeric materials, 
meter, structure and problem of justice in the triology

Shakespeare

b. 2, f. 16 Richard II,   Henry IV and   Henry V: notes re: historical sources, structure of plays, 
character of FalstaD

b. 2, f. 17 Romeo and Juliet: bibliography and notes re: comparison to Henry IV, irony and structure

b. 2, f. 18 Hamlet: bibliography and notes re: Orestes tradition, appearance and reality, Hamlet's 
character and action in play

b. 2, f. 19 Othello: notes re: relationship to   Hamlet, time and probability

b. 2, f. 20 King Lear: notes re: sources, nature, significance of opening scenes, time of action and 
outline of play

b. 2, f. 21 Troilus and Cressida: bibliography, paper topics and notes re: comparison to other plays, 
sources and traditions, tragedy and comedy
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Container Description

b. 2, f. 22 Chekhov. Seagull,   Cherry Orchard,   Three Sisters: bibliography and notes re: biography, 
attitude toward the bourgeoisie, Freudian influence structure of plays, Chekhovian "comedy" 
and "tragedy"

b. 2, f. 23 Ibsen. Ghosts,   Wild Duck: notes re: realism, structure and parallels between plays

b. 2, f. 24 Ovid. Metamorphoses: notes re: structure, transformation as metaphor for poetic act and 
contrast with Homeric poetry

b. 2, f. 25 Marrell: paper topics, bibliography and notes re: individual poems

Keats

b. 2, f. 26 Bibliography and notes re: biography, attitude toward women, word music, structure and 
symbolism in "Eve of St. Agnes," Keats's Sonnetstradition

b. 2, f. 27 Odes, La Belle Dame and   Lamia: bibliography and notes re: attitude toward and theory of 
poetry

b. 2, f. 28 Browning: notes re: background of poems, use of irregular meter and attitude toward poetry

Yeats

b. 3, f. 29 bibliography and notes re: system, theme of mutability and transcendence in poems, 
structure of individual poems

b. 3, f. 30 articles and reviews

b. 3, f. 31 Dostoevsky. Brothers Karamazov: bibliography, topics and notes re: biography, Freudian theme 
and significance of Grand Inquisitor

James

b. 3, f. 32 Aspern Papers,   Beast in the Jungle,   Daisy Miller: bibliography topics and notes re: 
dramatic structure in Aspern, narrative techniques, use of description, problem of 
triviality

b. 3, f. 33 articles and notes re: critical theory and style

b. 3, f. 34 Faulkner. Absalom: bibliography and notes re: style and structure

Sophomore English and Representative English Authors

b. 3, f. 35 Suggested assignments

b. 3, f. 36 Course description from the Student Outline Agency 1953

b. 3, f. 37 Exams 1918 - 1972

b. 3, f. 38 Malory: bibliography and notes re: biography, sources, style, structure and diDerent attitudes 
toward romance

Chaucer

b. 3, f. 39 suggested assignments and tests

b. 3, f. 40 bibliography and notes re: biography and background material

b. 3, f. 41 bibliography and notes re: sources of versification

Studies in Literary Form (continued)  
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Container Description

b. 4, f. 42 notes re: prose style

b. 4, f. 43 Troilus,   Parlement,   Auchess,   Legendand minor poems: notes re: sources, manuscripts, 
dating and stories

b. 4, f. 44 oD-prints and articles

b. 4, f. 45 general and collateral bibliography: notes re: secondary reading for specific assignments

b. 4, f. 46 notes re: language of phonetics

b. 4, f. 47 notes re: Thomas Ã  Becket in history and literature

b. 4, f. 48 notes re: Medieval rhetoric

b. 4, f. 49 Canterbury Tales: notes re: pilgrimages in Middle Ages, geography and date of   Tales
English

b. 4, f. 50 Canterbury Tales: notes re: language, historical and geographical background, 
manuscripts, order of tales
English

b. 4, f. 51 General Prologue,   Canterbury Tales: notes re: historical background for occupations, 
use of physical detail, ways of grouping portraits, order, biography of Chaucer, his 
presentation of self in poem
English

b. 4, f. 52 Wife of Bath's Prologue and Tale,   Canterbury Tales: notes re: realism and use of 
authorities, anti-feminist tradition, pathos, use of astrology to characterize Wife, Courtly 
Love, Shipman's Tale as intended for Wife, structure of Wife's Tale, relationship of tale to 
teller

b. 4, f. 53 Pardoner's Prologue and Tale,   Canterbury Tales: biblioggraphy and notes re: revelation of 
Pardoner's character, structure of Prologue, Tale and Epilogue, style, historical elements 
in tale

b. 4, f. 54 Prioress's Prologue and Tale,   Canterbury Tales: bibliography and notes re: context, 
sources, analogues, problems of anti-semitism, appropriateness of tale

b. 4, f. 55 notes re: the religious life, Monk's and   Nun's Priest's Prologue

b. 4, f. 56 Monk's Tale,   Canterbury Tales: bibliography and notes re: dating, order in Canterbury 
Tales, theory of tragedy and sources of individual tales

b. 4, f. 57 Nun's Priest's Prologue and Tale,   Canterbury Tales: bibliography and notes re: context, 
conventions, allusions to other tales, learned allusions, sources and text

b. 4, f. 58 Clerk's Tale,   Canterbury Tales: notes re: Chaucer's relationship to Halian literature, 
character of Clerk, role of narrator in tale, changes from original, justifications for tale 
and function of envoi

b. 5, f. 59 bibliography and notes re: Medieval universities, wandering scholars, relationship 
between learning and sciences

b. 5, f. 60 Franklin's Tale,   Canterbury Tales: notes re: sources, technical elements, conventions, use 
of landscape and magic lore, danger of sentimentality, Franklin's reaction to Squire's Tale

b. 5, f. 61 Knight's Tale,   Canterbury Tales: bibliography, paper topics and notes re: sources, 
anachronism, design and characterization

Sophomore English and Representative English Authors > Chaucer (continued)  
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Container Description

b. 5, f. 62 bibliography and notes re: knights, armor and the crusades

b. 5, f. 63 Miller's Tale,   Canterbury Tales: notes re: propriety and combination of comic plots

b. 5, f. 64 Man of Law's Tale,   Canterbury Tales: article
English

Spenser

b. 5, f. 65 assignment, paper topics and bibliography

b. 5, f. 66 articles

b. 5, f. 67 Faerie Queene I: quiz and notes re: allegory, pageant, pictorial and dramatic traditions, 
structure, problems in interpretation

b. 5, f. 68 Faerie Queene II: notes, re: structure, resemblances between II. xi. and Odyssey, art and 
nature, "Letter to Raleigh," overall structure of poem

b. 5, f. 69 notes re: biography, minor poems, relationship to Chaucer, use of epic similes, rhyme, 
connection of stanzas, vocabulary, Elizabethan expansion of language

b. 5, f. 70 Amoretti,   Shepheards Calendar,   Epithalamion and   Prothalamion: bibliography and 
notes re: Petrarchanism, conventions of each genre, structure and stanza form

b. 5, f. 71 Bacon. Essays: assignment, essay topics, bibliography and notes re: style, biography, 
Montaigne, Bacon as scientist

Bible

b. 5, f. 72 suggested assignments, bibliography and correspondence re: texts and interpretation

b. 5, f. 73 notes re: history of text, approach to text, diDerent religious views of text and creation 
story

b. 5, f. 74 notes re: history: of text and translation, Abraham

b. 5, f. 75 notes re: story of Joseph and style of King James version

b. 5, f. 76 paper topics and notes re: Moses, Saul and David, Solomon, Elijah, Elisha, Ruth, Jonah, 
Samson and Daniel

b. 5, f. 77 notes re: Psalms, Hebrew verse, patterns of imagery and influence on English poets

b. 5, f. 78 notes re: Isaiah, Jeremiah, Job and the Song of Songs kinds of literature in Bible, diDerent 
kinds of appeal, concreteness of imagery

Donne

b. 5, f. 79 assignments, bibliography and notes re: biography, reputation, attitudes toward love, 
selected Songs and Sonnets, sermons and letters

b. 6, f. 80 religious poems: bibliography and notes re: poetry from Chaucer to Donne, 
Petrarchanism, neo-Platonism, the sonnet form, structure of Holy Sonnets, meditative 
structure of religious poems, wit and conceit

Milton

b. 6, f. 81 bibliography, articles and reviews of books on Milton

Sophomore English and Representative English Authors > Chaucer (continued)  
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Container Description

b. 6, f. 82 Paradise Lost I, II: suggested assignments, bibliography and notes re: biography, 17th 
century melancholy, epic opening, theories of evil, Satan's character, Bible, epic similes, 
influence of Dante, use of allegory
English

b. 6, f. 83 Paradise Lost III, IV, V: notes re: invocation and sonnets on blindness, problems with 
describing God and Heaven, diDerent rhetoric, use of alliteration, diagrams of Milton's 
cosmos, new insight into Satan, themes and use of pastoral in IV and V, sources for 
conception of hierarchy
English

b. 6, f. 84 Paradise Lost III, IV, V: articles
English

b. 6, f. 85 Paradise Lost VI, VII, VIII: notes re: meanings of war in Heaven, etymological puns, humor, 
invocation to VII, comparison to Genesis, making of Eve in contrast to Sonnet 23
English

b. 6, f. 86 Paradise Lost IX, X, XI, XII: notes re: epic in the 17th century, Milton's use of earlier epics, 
psychology and nature of sin, descriptive and theological interests in X, heresies in XI-XII, 
structure of secondary epic, Arthurian epics, St. Augustine and Milton
English

b. 6, f. 87 Paradise Lost: notes re: style

b. 6, f. 88 Paradise Lost: bibliography and notes re: style and relationship to earlier writers

b. 6, f. 89 bibliography

b. 6, f. 90 Paradise Regained and   Samson: articles

b. 7, f. 91 notes re: zodiac and cosmography according to Copernican, Ptolemaic and Dantesque 
theories

See also: box 6, folder 83 See also: box 6, folder 86

b. 7, f. 92 Lycidas: bibliography and notes re: tradition of pastoral elegy and structure of poem
English

b. 7, f. 93 Sonnets: bibliography and notes re: historical references, allusions, structure and history 
of sonnet form

b. 7, f. 94 prose: bibliography and notes re: views on liberty

b. 7, f. 95 Pope: suggested assignments

See also: box 8, folder 113

b. 7, f. 96 Wordsworth. Prelude and   Intimations: suggested assignments, bibliography and notes re: 
Milton's influence, especially in "Prospectus of the   Excursion," composition, Hartley's theory 
of association, biography, structure, themes, attitude toward imagination

b. 7, f. 97 Coleridge, Rime of the Ancient Mariner: bibliography, paper topic and notes re: plan of Lyrical 
Ballads, structure, theme of expiation, fairy tale elements, sources, symbolism, imagination

Byron

b. 7, f. 98 suggested assignments and articles
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b. 7, f. 99 Childe Harold: notes re: biography and its relationship to themes and structure of poem, 
stanza form, Byronic romanticism, Byronic hero

b. 7, f. 100 Beppo,   Don Juanand minor satiric poems: notes re: satiric technique and Byron's attitude 
toward other Romantic poets, Pope and Dryden

Eliot

b. 7, f. 101 The Wasteland: bibliography and notes re: allusions, card symbolism, theme of sacrifice 
and meter

b. 7, f. 102 Prufrock,   Gerontion and   Hollow Men: notes re: biography, developments in poetry from 
Pope to Eliot, use of allusion, French influence

b. 7, f. 103 "Comments on Fifteen Lines from T.S. Eliot's Four Quartets": unedited student comments 
from Washington and Lee University, 1951
English

b. 7, f. 104 bibliography and articles

b. 7, f. 105 Cocktail Party and   Confidential Clerk: articles and reviews

b. 7, f. 106 Fry: articles re: verse drama

b. 7, f. 107 Style and composition: notes re: good and bad examples, practical advice for improving style, 
aims of papers

The Age of Johnson and English Poetry from Pope to Blake

b. 8, f. 108 Assignments and bibliography for courses on the 18th century taught by other professors

b. 8, f. 109 Course outlines and paper topics for other courses on the Augustans and English 148

b. 8, f. 110 Library reading lists for English 144

b. 8, f. 111 Course outline and notes for opening lecture of English 144

b. 8, f. 112 General bibliography and term paper topics

Pope

b. 8, f. 113 Pope: bibliography and outlines re: Johnson's Life of Pope

b. 8, f. 114 notes re: Horatian imitations, satire and persona in satires

b. 8, f. 115 Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot: notes re: background to poem, attitude toward Dennis, verses 
against Pope

b. 8, f. 116 Epistle to Augustus: notes re: Augustan taste: translation, imitation and Pope's use of 
rhyme and rhetoric

Johnson

b. 8, f. 117 Lives of the Poets: bibliography.

See also: box 28, folder 386

b. 8, f. 118 Satires: bibliography, notes re: Juvenal and English tradition
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b. 8, f. 119 Aurora Est Musis Amica: photographs of manuscripts, notes and correspondence with 
J.D. Fleeman and J.H. Middendorf re: textual emendations

b. 8, f. 120 Satires: notes re: comparison with Pope and   Life of Savage

b. 8, f. 121 The Vanity of Human Wishes: notes re: poets' relationships to patrons and poems of self-
revelation

b. 8, f. 122 biography and notes re: early, "Swiftian" prose

Thomson

b. 8, f. 123 The Seasons(assignment 1): bibliography, notes re: biography and 18th century taste for 
rugged scenery

b. 9, f. 124 The Seasons: notes re: painting and poetry, gardening, science and teleology

b. 9, f. 125 The Seasons (assignment 2): notes and bibliography re: 18th century-views of Milton, 
Johnson's   Life of Milton, various assessments of Thomson's poetry and Thomson's 
relationship to: Virgil, Milton, Pope and Romantic poets

b. 9, f. 126 The Seasons: illustrations

b. 9, f. 127 Dyer. "Grongar Hill": bibliography and notes re: editions and topographical poetry

b. 9, f. 128 Warton, Joseph: bibliography and notes re: Essay on Pope

b. 9, f. 129 Shaftesbury: notes re: Second Charactersand bibliography re: Shaftesbury and sensibility, 
Shaftesbury as literary critic

b. 9, f. 130 Gardening and landscape painting: articles with correspondence re: Claude Lorraine glass

b. 9, f. 131 Warton, Thomas (the Elder): notes re: biography and poems

b. 9, f. 132 Thomson. Castle of Indolence: bibliography and notes re: attitudes toward and imitations of 
Spenser in the 18th century, Thomson's relationship to Spenser

b. 9, f. 133 Shenstone. The Schoolmistress: bibliography and notes re: Shenstone and Spenser, Thomson 
and Shenstone, Shenstone's life and retirement theme

b. 9, f. 134 Warton, Thomas: bibliography and notes re: biography, Observations on the Faerie Queene and 
the   History of English Poetry

b. 9, f. 135 Hurd: bibliography and notes re: biography, Letters on Chivalry and   Romance and   Dialogues

Swift

b. 9, f. 136 Poems: bibliography and notes re: early periods and meter

b. 9, f. 137 notes re: Johnson's Life of Swift, meaning of Honyhahrams in   Gulliver's Travels, theory of 
poetry and satire, aesthetic problem of the ugly

b. 10, f. 138 Poems: notes re: "Epitaph" and Swift's view of himself in other works

b. 10, f. 139 Poems: notes re: Stella, Vanessa and satires on women

Collins

The Age of Johnson and English Poetry from Pope to Blake > Johnson (continued)  
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b. 10, f. 140 Odes: bibliography; notes re: stanza forms, relationship to Thomson and Gray, influence 
of Milton's minor poems on Joseph and Thomas Warton

b. 10, f. 141 Odes: notes re: imagination and Hutcheson's   An Inquiry Into the Original of Our Ideas of 
Beauty and Virtue

b. 10, f. 142 Odes: notes re: "Ode to Evening" and relationship to J. Warton

b. 10, f. 143 Notes re: retirement theme as imitation of Horace, Virgil, Martial and Seneca

Gray

b. 10, f. 144 "Elegy": assignment and bibliography
English

b. 10, f. 145 term paper, "Some Seventeenth-Century Reputations in the Romantic Period -- A Study in 
Vicissitudes, Survivals and Revivals"

b. 10, f. 146 "Elegy": notes re: description, elegiac quatrain and influences on Gray, tradition of 
melancholy, comparison with Pomfret's "The Choice," fusion of elegiac and Georgic 
traditions, Gray's Augustinism, echoes and allusions, contemporary reception
English

b. 10, f. 147 Young. Night Thoughts,   Love of Fame and   Conjectures on Original Composition: bibliography 
and notes re: biography, Theophrastian influence on poetry and history of "genius"

b. 10, f. 148 Personification

b. 10, f. 149 Gray and Mason: bibliography and notes re: Celtic and Norse influences

Gray

b. 10, f. 150 Odes: bibliography; notes re: printing, contemporary reaction, ode-tradition and rise of 
minor lyric

b. 10, f. 151 "Ode of Terror," The Bard and   Progress of Poesy: notes re: progress poems and 
contemporary reactions to   The Bard
English

Pope

b. 10, f. 152 The Rape of the Lock: bibliography and notes re: game, epic elements and theory of 
burlesque

b. 11, f. 153 The Rape of the Lock: articles

b. 11, f. 154 Essay on Man: paper topics, bibliography and notes re: composition, poem as 
philosophical system, Deism, Catholicism, annotations on and criticisms of poem

b. 11, f. 155 Satiric tradition: notes re: 16th and 17th century satires, Oldham's satires and 
development of couplet form

b. 11, f. 156 Epistles to Several Persons(moral essays): paper topics, bibliography and notes re: theme 
and technique, diDerence in genre between satires and moral essays

b. 11, f. 157 Cibber: bibliography and correspondence re: possible dissertation

b. 11, f. 158 The Dunciad: articles re: the production by the "Angel of Dulness"

The Age of Johnson and English Poetry from Pope to Blake > Collins (continued)  
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b. 11, f. 159 Guardian essay (173): notes re: parallels with   Guardianessay 40, relationship to poetry, 
allusions

b. 11, f. 160 Prose Works: notes re: contents of Ault edition

b. 11, f. 161 Shakespeare: notes re: preface

b. 11, f. 162 Gay: bibliography, paper topics and notes re: Shepherds' Week and pastoral tradition, 
 Trivia and Georgic tradition,   The Beggar's Opera, authorship of   Court Poems and 
 Fables

b. 11, f. 163 bibliography of general critical essays

b. 11, f. 164 bibliography of biographies and editions, notes re: life, character, attitude toward 
religion, letters

b. 11, f. 165 Discourse on Pastoral Poetry: notes re: contemporary views of pastoral

b. 11, f. 166 Essay on Criticism: notes re: structure, diDerence between Augustan and Romantic 
"nature," use of "wit."
English

See also: box 18, folder 268

b. 11, f. 167 Eloisa to Abelard: notes re: the influence of Ovid and Milton, structure of poem and 
Pope's early poems

b. 11, f. 168 Notes re: rhymes, puns, zeugma and chiesmus, attitudes toward figures of sound, 
examples from Pope and others

b. 11, f. 169 notes re: Pope's style and attacks on Pope; Walker Gibson's Epistle to Dr. Wimsatt

b. 11, f. 170 The Dunciad (1729 ed.): bibliography, paper topics and notes re: circumstances of 
composition, function of annotation and Johnson's opinions on satire and   The Dunciad

b. 11, f. 171 The Dunciad(1729 ed.): notes re: theme of words and things

b. 11, f. 172 Peri Bathous: bibliography and notes re: relationship to Blackmore, also a list of minor 
Augustan critical works.

b. 11, f. 173 Akenside. The Pleasures of Imagination: articles

b. 11, f. 174 Science and literature: general bibliography and notes re: Johnson's use of scientific imagery

b. 11, f. 175 Science: bibliography, articles and notes re: plain style

Johnson

b. 11, f. 176 The Rambler, assignment, paper topics, bibliography and notes re: themes, use of label 
names, topicality and   Spectator passages in Johnson's   Life of Addison

b. 12, f. 177 The Rambler: notes re: the relationship of conversation to writing, Johnson's method of 
writing, advertisements for   Ramblerand previous periodicals

b. 12, f. 178 The Rambler: notes re: Johnson's prose style, diction and Callander's parody,   Deformities 
of…   Johnson

b. 12, f. 179 Articles re: new or disputed attributions

b. 12, f. 180 Steele: bibliography of works and articles re: Tatler and Spectator

The Age of Johnson and English Poetry from Pope to Blake > Pope (continued)  
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b. 12, f. 181 The World: bibliography and notes re: authorship.   Mirror and   Lawyer: notes

b. 12, f. 182 Science and literature: bibliography and notes re: scientific diction and allusions in the 
17th and 18th centuries

b. 12, f. 183 The Idler: assignment, paper topics and notes re: language and time, critical ideas, history 
painting, philosophic diction and humor

b. 12, f. 184 The Adventurer: notes re: contributors and Johnson's use of scientific and philosophic 
diction

b. 12, f. 185 Rasselas: bibliography and notes re: parallels with   Rambler, sources, stoicism, use of 
Oriental setting and influence on   Vathek

b. 12, f. 186 Rasselas: notes re: comedy, relationship to Voltaire's   Candide, science and sequels to 
 Rasselas

b. 12, f. 187 Diaries,   Prayers and Annals: reviews

b. 12, f. 188 Letters: notes and articles

b. 12, f. 189 Correspondence: articles re: editions of Pope, Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, Swift

b. 12, f. 190 Walpole. Correspondence: articles and reviews

b. 13, f. 191 Correspondence: assignment, bibliography and notes re: Gray, Walpole, Chesterfield, 
Pope and Johnson

b. 13, f. 192 Chesterfield. Letters: bibliography and notes

b. 13, f. 193 Dictionary: assignment, bibliography and articles re: modern dictionaries (e.g., OED)

b. 13, f. 194 Dictionary: notes re: tradition, immediate predecessors (Bailey and Martin), and sources

b. 13, f. 195 Dictionary: notes re: plan, preface, method of compilation and use of sources

b. 13, f. 196 Dictionary: notes re: odd definitions, pronounciation and contemporary reception

b. 13, f. 197 Dictionary: articles re: dictionaries after Johnson's and 1955 anniversary exhibit at Yale

b. 13, f. 198 Richardson. Clarissa: notes re: plot and contemporary reactions

b. 13, f. 199 Fielding. Joseph Andrews: bibliography and notes re: structure, literary tradition, role of 
narrator and comedy

b. 13, f. 200 Tom Thumband other plays: notes re: relationship to narrative technique in novels and 
burlesque

b. 13, f. 201 Bibliography and notes re: literary criticism, theory of comedy, relationship to Hogarth 
and Cibber

b. 13, f. 202 Smollett. Humphrey Clinker: paper topics, bibliography and notes re: bibliography and plot

b. 14, f. 203 Sterne. Sentimental Journey, Journal to Eliza and   Tristram Shandy: paper topics, bibliography 
and notes re: biography, predecessors, unfriendly views of Sterne and relationship between 
journey in   Sentimental and in   Tristram

b. 14, f. 204 Tristram Shandy: notes re: comedy, Locke's theory of association and time in novel

The Age of Johnson and English Poetry from Pope to Blake > Johnson (continued)  
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b. 14, f. 205 MacKenzie. The Man of Feeling: bibliography

b. 14, f. 206 Rousseau in England and political primitivism: bibliography

b. 14, f. 207 Kames. Elements of Criticism: assignment, topic, bibliography, and notes re: opinions of Kames 
and   Elements

b. 14, f. 208 Rhetoricians and philosophers: notes re: Trapp, Brown, Campbell, Harris, Blair and their 
relationship to literary criticism

b. 14, f. 209 Elizabeth Robinson Montagu and Hannah More: articles

b. 14, f. 210 Bibliography: notes re: bibliographies, reference guides, special literary bibliographies, national 
and trade bibliographies, catalogs, periodicals

b. 14, f. 211 Notes re: historical research

b. 14, f. 212 Bibliographical description and articles re: the Wise Forgeries and book trade

b. 14, f. 213 Bibliography: notes re: location of manuscripts at Yale

b. 14, f. 214 Notes and exercises, 1935-1938

b. 14, f. 215 Notes

b. 14, f. 216 Johnson on Shakespeare: bibliography and notes re: 18th century tradition of Shakespeare 
criticism and Johnson's contribution

b. 15, f. 217 Garrick and Shakespeare: articles by George Winchester Stone, Jr.

b. 15, f. 218 Bibliography and notes re: biography, contemporary reactions to plays and Johnson's 
opinion of Garrick

b. 15, f. 219 Shakespeare criticism in the 19th and 20th centuries

b. 15, f. 220 18th century theatre and audience: articles

b. 15, f. 221 Goldsmith. Good Natured Man and   She Stoops to Conquer:notes re: relationship to Boswell, 
tradition of sentimental comedy and anti-sentimental strain in Goldsmith's theory and plays

b. 15, f. 222 Sheridan. Rivals and   School for Scandal: bibliography and notes re: comic traditions in plays

b. 15, f. 223 Foote: bibliography and notes re: biography and plays

b. 15, f. 224 Murphy: bibliography and notes re: Gray's Inn Journal and biography

Goldsmith

b. 15, f. 225 Poems: bibliography, paper topics and notes re: biography, pastoral tradition and use of 
anapests

b. 15, f. 226 Prose: bibliography and notes re: Goldsmith's social views, use of essay and 
contemporary reputation

b. 15, f. 227 Poetical balance: notes re: Akenside's and Goldsmith's use of ratings in literary criticism

Percy

b. 15, f. 228 Reliques: paper topics, bibliography and notes re: 18th century criticism and collections of 
ballads, sources of   Reliques, ballad structure

The Age of Johnson and English Poetry from Pope to Blake (continued)  
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b. 16, f. 229 Reliques: notes re: Percy's other works, sources for   Reliques, use of Folio-Manuscript, 
theory of minstrels and ballad-music

b. 16, f. 230 Reliques: notes re: broadside ballads

b. 16, f. 231 Dodsley's Collections:bibliography and notes re: contents, attributions and significance

b. 16, f. 232 Scott. Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border: bibliography and notes re: biography and oDer to aid 
Percy

b. 16, f. 233 Chatterton. Rowley poems: bibliography and notes re: forgery, Chaucer in the 18th century, 
contemporary reactions to poems, use of sources, method of composition, biography and 
reputation

b. 16, f. 234 MacPherson. Ossian: bibliography and notes re: publication, critical reaction, influence on 
Romantics, Gaelic sources and Scottish primitivism before MacPherson

b. 16, f. 235 Chaucer editions: notes re: canon and attitude toward Chaucer from 14th to 20th centuries

b. 16, f. 236 Gothic and Gothic novels: notes re: Dryden's and Walpole's attitudes, relationship of Gothic to 
romance and chivalry

b. 16, f. 237 English literary scholarship in the 18th century: bibliography of secondary literature and notes 
re: individual scholars

b. 16, f. 238 Crabbe: bibliography and notes re: biography, relationship to pastoral tradition, realism, 
Johnson's revisions, Crabbe's attitude toward didacticism, decay and social conditions, 
contemporary popularity

b. 16, f. 239 Churchill: bibliography and notes re: biography

Cowper

b. 16, f. 240 Table Talk: paper topics, general bibliography and notes re: biography, Brown's   Estimate, 
Cowper's attitude toward Pope and relationship to earlier poetry

b. 16, f. 241 Task: notes re: Miltonic, Spenserian and Georgic influence, minor poems, relationship of 
Cowper's religion to poetry, playfulness in poetry, theory of comedy

b. 16, f. 242 Religion and poetry: bibliography, articles and reviews

b. 16, f. 243 Smart. Jubilate Agno and   Song to David: bibliography, paper topics and notes re: biography, 
structure of   Jubilate, style and merit of   Song

b. 17, f. 244 Burns: assignment, paper topics, bibliography and notes re: persona and personality, style and 
language, biography

b. 17, f. 245 Bibliography and notes re: Scots tradition before Burns, meters used, origin of Standard 
Habbie stanza, Wordsworth and Burns, modern Scots poetry

b. 17, f. 246 Primitivism: bibliography and notes re: peasant poets, the concept of the "noble savage" and 
hord Monboddo

b. 17, f. 247 Blake. Poetical Sketches: bibliography and notes re: biography, tradition of boy poets, 
relationship to Chatterton, influence of Percy's   Reliques, Song of Songs, Thomson's   Seasons, 
Akenside, Spenser, Shakespeare, Milton and Bible

b. 17, f. 248 Poetical Sketches: notes re: early revolutionary poems and Roscoe's use of   Poetical 
Sketches
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b. 17, f. 249 Watts: article re: poetic theory and practice

Blake

b. 17, f. 250 Songs of Innocence and of Experience: bibliography paper topics and notes re: individual 
poems, order, relationship between innocence and experience, symbolism, meter, 
influence of Watts'   Divine Songs for Children

b. 17, f. 251 Songs of Innocence and of Experience: notes re: individual poems

b. 17, f. 252 Prophetic poems: notes re: Blake's system, Blake's annotations of Wordwworth, 
imagination versus nature, poetic energy, chronology of works and changes in system

b. 17, f. 253 Fuseli: annotated bibliography

b. 17, f. 254 "John Flazman: Notes on a Letter and a Drawing" by Elizabeth Cooper Kane, 1965
English

b. 17, f. 255 Blake: pictures: bibliography and notes re: method of engraving, contrast between theory and 
practice of art, influences, relationship of pictures to text, recurring figures

b. 18, f. 256 Blake: pictures

b. 18, f. 257 Boswell: bibliography and notes re: Mme. D'Arblay's life and journal, history of the Boswell 
Papers, life of Boswell

b. 18, f. 258 Articles re: history and acquisition of papers by Yale University

b. 18, f. 259 Topics, bibliography and notes re: Hawkins' Life of Johnson, other contemporary 
biographies, chronology of Boswell's relationship to Johnson, Mrs. Piozzi's   Anecdotes

b. 18, f. 260 Papers and articles re: Life of Johnson

b. 18, f. 261 Journal of a Tour to the Hebrides with Johnson: topics, bibliography, photos of Auchinleck 
and notes re: diDerences between Boswell's   Journal and Johnson's   Journey to the 
Western Islands

b. 18, f. 262 Johnson: bibliography and articles re: melancholy, religion, diseases, and law

b. 18, f. 263 Bibliography and notes re: Hypochondriack and   Rambler, acquaintances,   Boswelliana, 
portraits, prose style and   Private Papers

b. 18, f. 264 Boswell in Search of a Wife: notes

b. 18, f. 265 Notes re: first trip to London after marriage (1772)

b. 18, f. 266 Reviews of Yale trade edition (vols. 1-5)

b. 18, f. 267 Diaries and memoirs: articles

Theories of Poetry

b. 18, f. 268 Book orders and correspondence with Yale Co-Op, 1964-1975

b. 18, f. 269 A List of Books and Articles Relating to Assignments in English 170: Part I: Plato through 
Plotinus

b. 19, f. 270 A List of Books and Articles Relating to Assignments in English 170: Parts II and III: Sidney 
through Structuralism
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b. 19, f. 271 A List of Books and Articles Relating to Assignments inEnglish 170: used for reserve reading list, 
1954

b. 19, f. 272 Reserve reading lists, 1964-1971

b. 19, f. 273 English 70

b. 19, f. 273 Midterm and final exams (first semester)

b. 19, f. 274 Final exams (second semester)

b. 19, f. 275 English 170

b. 19, f. 275 Final exams (first semester)

b. 19, f. 276 Final exams (second semester)

b. 19, f. 277 Plato: assignment and bibliography; general bibliography and notes re: practical and 
theoretical aims of course

b. 19, f. 278 Notes re: current trends in criticism

b. 19, f. 279 Phaedo: notes re: relationship to   Menon,   Phaedrus and   Symposium, forms, immortality 
of soul

b. 19, f. 280 Greek: notes re: pronunciation

b. 19, f. 281 Ion: notes re: works in general, Greek attitudes toward art, decorum in dialogue, dialogue 
as a self-contained drama, poetic inspiration and contemporary interest in the creative 
process, didacticism in poetry

b. 19, f. 282 Symposium: notes re: terms of dialogue, structure, Socrates' place in dialogue, 
homosexuality, final view of poetry, contrast with   Ion and   Republic

b. 19, f. 283 Republic: notes re: structure, Analogy of Line, Allegory of Cave, example of bed and 
attitude toward imitation, attitude toward song and passions in   Republic and   Laws, 
mixed genres, comedy, poets and philosophers, poetry and politics, imitation and danger 
of contagion

b. 20, f. 284 Notes re: mathematics, relationship to previous philosophers, attitude toward visual 
arts, modern formalist art theory

b. 20, f. 285 Visual arts and mathematics: pictures

b. 20, f. 286 Bibliography and notes re: secondary material

b. 20, f. 287 Plato: articles

b. 20, f. 288 Articles

b. 20, f. 289 Aristotle: assignment, paper topics, bibliography and and notes re: problem of substance, 
essence and definition

b. 20, f. 290 Poetics: notes re: vocabulary, general structure, theories of transmission, Aristotle's 
criticisms of Plato, relationship between art and nature, role of art, making of poem

b. 20, f. 291 Poetics: bibliography and notes re: Gestalt theory and Aristotle's influence on later 
philosophers
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b. 20, f. 292 Poetics: bibliography and notes re: beginning, middle and end, unities, theme as action in 
Euripides'   Andromache and Racine's   Andromaque, Gestalt theory of unity, entelechy

b. 21, f. 293 Poetics: assignment, paper topics, bibliography and notes re: tragedy, key terms 
(hamartia, pity, fear, catharsis), arguments over meaning of catharsis, diagram of 
diDerent emphasis in criticism, relationship of "proper pleasure" to catharsis

b. 21, f. 294 Poetics: bibliography and notes re: poet, hamartia, character of hero, diDerence between 
Greek and Shakespearean tragedy, peripeteia and anagnorisis, elements in drama 
(mythos, ethos, dianoia, lexis, melopoeia, opsis), education, interpretations of Oedipus

b. 21, f. 295 Poetics: articles

b. 21, f. 296 Modern tragic theory: assignment, bibliography and notes re: O'Connor, Krutch, Steiner, 
Harris, theories of climate for tragedy and tragic hero

b. 21, f. 297 Modern tragic theory: bibliography and notes re: theories of Christian tragedy, Fergusson 
and Brecht on theatre

b. 21, f. 298 Hegel and Nietzsche: assignment, bibliography and notes re: Hegel's influence on A.C. 
Bradley, theory of tragic conflict, Nietzsche's theory and method of arguing

b. 21, f. 299 Aristotle: Tractatus Coislinianus: assignment, paper topics, bibliography and notes re: 
Aristotle on comedy, discovery and authenticity of   Tractatus, comic catharsis, Plautus'   Miles 
Gloriosus, Aristophanes'   Frogs, Old and New Comedy, ritual origins of comedy and tragedy 
(Else, Cornford and Pickard Cambridge)

b. 22, f. 300 Theophrastus. Characters: notes re: Aristotle's comments on character types, contrast 
between Theophrastus and Aristotle, label names, problem of universality and seriousness in 
comedy, verbal comedy

b. 22, f. 301 Theories of the development of comedy and tragedy: notes and student papers re: theories 
of ritual origins, Aristotle, Frazer, Graves, the testimony of late antiquity, the Cambridge 
anthropologists, "myth criticism" and contrast between Old and New Greek comedy

b. 22, f. 302 Meredith. On the Idea of Comedy. Bergson.   Laughter: assignment, paper topics, bibliography 
and notes re: 19th and 20th century theories of comedy and laughter; the development of 
modern comedy; Meredith's theory, method of argument and critique of theory; Molière's 
 Le Misanthrope: structure and influence on English comedy; Meredith on Greek and Roman 
comedy

b. 22, f. 303 Meredith and Bergson: bibliographies of primary and secondary material

b. 22, f. 304 Meredith. On the Idea of Comedy: notes re: other 19th century theorists (especially Lamb), 
evolutionary theory and mythologizing of comic spirit, biography and comic spirit in writings, 
outline of kinds of comic theory (i.e., genetic, cognitive and aDective), cognitive theories of 
Munro, Kant, Schopenhauer, Kierkegaard, Emerson and Anden

b. 22, f. 305 Bergson. Laughter: notes re: tradition of laughter as triumph, enhancement and liberty, 
Bergson's theory of knowledge, Claudel's theory of laughter as joy, Freud's theory of wit, 
Koestler's theory of comedy and critique of Bergson, Sypher's analysis of comic theories and 
own theory

b. 22, f. 306 Literature and psychology: articles re: Freud, psychological theories of literature and criticism 
using psychology

b. 22, f. 307 Aristotle. Rhetoric. Plato.   Phaedrus: assignment, topics, bibliography and notes re:   Phaedrus: 
overall structure, unity, comparison to   Symposium, use of terms, elegant variation in Lysias' 
speech, contrast between three speeches
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b. 22, f. 308 Plato. Phaedrus: notes re: truth and psychology, progress of soul, inspiration or madness, 
convergence of love and rhetoric, spoken versus written word, Lysias' biography, Lysias' 
speech as parody, other parodies by Plato, Socrates and Sophists, history of rhetoric, 
introduction to Aristotle's   Rhetoric

b. 23, f. 309 Aristotle. Rhetoric: notes re: relationship of rhetoric to truth, structure, comparison and 
contrast to Plato, practical view of rhetoric, enthymemes, verbal style

b. 23, f. 310 Plato. Cratylus: assignment, paper topics, bibliography and notes re: structure of argument, 
historical content, later comments on dialogue, modern questions about relationship 
between language and reality, Peirce, de Saussure, and Ullman, opaque and transparent words, 
onomatopoeia, acoustic, lexical and kinaesthetic theories

b. 23, f. 311 Cratylus: notes re: modern linguistic theories of word formation, etymological imagery, 
comic qualities through larger structures, ambiguity

b. 23, f. 312 Articles re: Cratylusand modern linguistic theories

b. 23, f. 313 Horace: assignment, paper topics, bibliography and notes re: Ars Poetica: relationship to 
Peripatetic tradition, Neoptolemus, Philodemus, and Porphyrio, response to art versus nature, 
didactic versus hedonistic aim of poetry, function of satire, satire as confessional mode, 
structure, history and use of terms, poem's formal influence (e.g., Pope's   Essay on Criticism), 
Horace's theory in   Satires and   Epistles compared to   Odes,   Ars as commentary on   Odes

b. 23, f. 314 Notes re: historical development of genre theory and hierarchy of genres, genre as convention 
and historical institution, evolutionary theory of genre, problem of decorum, "satura," "satyri" 
and "sermo" in Horace, question whether satire and comedy are poetry, style in comedy 
and satire; Roman literary history: Ancients versus Moderns, imitation versus plagiarism, 
implications for genre theory

b. 23, f. 315 Longinus. On the Sublime: assignment, paper topics, bibliography and notes re: condition of 
manuscripts, biography, relationship to Caecilius, preliminary approaches to or definitions 
of the sublime, structure and language of treatise, examples of Longinus' textual analyses, 
diagram of diagonal fallacy to show relationship of art and nature in treatise

b. 23, f. 316 Clichés: bibliography and notes

b. 24, f. 317 Neo-Sublime: bibliography and notes re: other 18th Century writers on the sublime, 
Burke's Inquiry and Kant's   Critique

b. 24, f. 318 On the Sublime: notes re: modern interpretations, terms used in treatise
English

b. 24, f. 319 Plotinus: assignment, paper topics, bibliography re: Plotinus and his influence on Augustine, 
Aquinas, Medieval aesthetics, Joyce and Maritain

b. 24, f. 320 Notes re: Neo-Platonic school in Alexandria, biography Porphyry's work on text, terms 
used, problem of evil, contrast between Neo-Platonism and Christianity, relationship 
among beauty, nature and art, contrast between Plato and Plotinus on "Idea," problem of 
ugliness, place of poetry in system

b. 24, f. 321 Aquinas: bibliography and notes re: conception of beauty, concepts of proportion, 
connaturality, dynamic stasis and concrete, art as right way of making, meaning of light 
and later influence on medieval art, attitude toward words and poetry

b. 24, f. 322 Articles

b. 24, f. 323 Augustine: notes re: influence of Plotinus, Augustine's influence on Boethus, Augustine's 
theory of beauty
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b. 24, f. 324 Maritain. Art and Scholasticism: notes re: relationship to scholastic philosophers and Croce

b. 24, f. 325 Joyce: articles re: his relationship to Catholicism and use of scholastic philosophers

b. 24, f. 326 Notes re: beauty and aesthetic apprehension, Thomist, Neo-Platonic influences on 
Joyce's aesthetic

b. 24, f. 327 Medieval Symbolism: bibliography and notes re: analogy, four levels of interpretation, 
scripture-reading, Dante, Pearland other works

b. 24, f. 328 Articles

b. 25, f. 329 Scholastic philosophy and aesthetics: bibliography

b. 25, f. 330 Hopkins: bibliography and student paper re: Hopkins as critic and aesthetician

b. 25, f. 331 Scalinger. Poetices: bibliography and notes

b. 25, f. 332 Castelvetro: bibliography

b. 25, f. 333 Classical tradition: bibliography

See also: box 28, folder 385

b. 25, f. 334 Sherry. Treatise of Schemes and Tropes: notes

b. 25, f. 335 Quantitative verse in the English Renaissance: bibliography and notes re: Spenser and Sidney

b. 25, f. 336 Myths from Plutarch to Bacon: excerpt from Phil Ritterbush's unpublished paper on Erasmus 
Darwin

b. 25, f. 337 Art vs. nature: notes re: statements from antiquity through 18th century

b. 25, f. 338 Sidney. Apologye: assignment, paper topics, bibliography and notes re: style and structure, 
didactic theory, imitation, contemporary attacks on stage (e.g., Gosson's), date of 
composition, relationship to Italian and Classical sources, style in sonnets, Arcadian rhetoric

b. 25, f. 339 Jonson. Timber: assignment, paper topics, bibliography and notes re: theory of comedy, use of 
Heinsius, lowness and realism in comedy, theory of humours, poet as critic, character of poet, 
style of remarks and remarks on style, attitude toward rhyme, Jonson's opinion of Shakespeare 
and other English writers

b. 25, f. 340 Jonson. Timber: bibliography and notes re: history of concepts of plagiarism and imitation, 
Jonson's attitude toward imitation, plagiarism and borrowing, sources, estimation and 
reputation of Jonson's criticism, Theophrastian characters in Jonson's plays, relationship of 
character idea to humour theory, problem of round and flat characters

b. 25, f. 341 Masques: notes re: staging, props and costumes

b. 25, f. 342 17th century breakdown in rhetoric: bibliography and notes re: 17th century shift in attitude 
toward style and rhetoric, historical background, theories of prose style

b. 25, f. 343 Ramus: bibliography and notes re: Ramist theory and influence

b. 25, f. 344 Renaissance rhetoric: articles and notes re: Hale's Ideas on Rhetoric

b. 26, f. 345 Bacon and Shakespeare: articles re: their attitudes toward art

b. 26, f. 346 Milton: notes re: attitude toward rhetoric
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b. 26, f. 347 Medieval and Renaissance criticism: bibliography and notes re: Medieval knowledge of Horace, 
Aristotle (Averroës translation), Plotinus (through Augustine), Renaissance rediscovery of 
Classical texts, central types and themes of Renaissance criticism in Italy and England: diction 
and defense of vernacular, verse forms, new genres, interpretation of Aristotelian unities, 
didacticism, allegorical interpretation, reconciliation of fantasy and reality. Homer vs. Virgil; 
Sidney's Apologyeas epitome, main points in Scalinger and Castelvetro

b. 26, f. 348 Dryden: bibliography and notes re: his critical writing and its background

b. 26, f. 349 Theories of translation: bibliography

b. 26, f. 350 17th and 18th century French criticism: bibliography and notes from Atkins and Saintsbury

b. 26, f. 351 Rapin: annotated bibliography and notes

b. 26, f. 352 Butler: bibliography and notes re: critical writings

b. 26, f. 353 Temple: bibliography and notes re: critical writings

b. 26, f. 354 Jouvancy. Institutiones Poeticae: original and translation of excerpts re: distinction between 
major and minor poetry

b. 26, f. 355 Langbaine, Rymer, Blount, Sprat, Phillips and Winstanley: bibliography and notes

b. 26, f. 356 Gildon, Welsted and Dennis: bibliography and notes

b. 26, f. 357 Wolf. A History of Science, Technology, and Philosophy in the 16th and 17th Centuries: notes re: 
science, psychology (i.e., epistemology) and philosophy

b. 26, f. 358 Writings on education in 17th and 18th centuries: list with notes re: Locke's attitude toward 
poetry

b. 26, f. 359 Imagination and enthusiasm: bibliography notes re: 18th century attitudes

b. 26, f. 360 Addison. Spectator: notes re: biography and critical   Spectatorsin context of earlier and later 
writings

b. 26, f. 361 Locke, Watts, Descartes: bibliography and notes re: Johnson's attitude toward and use of 
philosophical writing in Dictionary, theories of colour

b. 26, f. 362 Leibnitz: notes re: theory of perception and aesthetic theory, relationship to Locke and 
Descartes

b. 26, f. 363 Baumgarten, Mendelssohn and Sulzer: notes re: relationship between sensation and intellect, 
aesthetic theories

b. 26, f. 364 Taste: bibliography

See also: box 8, folder 108

b. 26, f. 365 Berkeley and Newton: articles and lecture [?] by Scott-Craig re: Berkeley and Gestalt theory, 
Newton and notation of physics

b. 26, f. 366 History and theory of art: Times Literary Supplement reviews and articles

b. 26, f. 367 Baroque and Rococo: bibliography and notes re: use of terms and parallels between arts
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b. 26, f. 368 Dryden: assignment, paper topics, bibliography and notes re: chronology of works; Preface 
to The Rival Ladies; references to fancy and judgement, bad theory of mutation, defense of 
rhymes; Preface to   Annus Mirabilis: discussion of verse forms, wit, and innovation in words; 
Dryden's relationship to Donne

b. 27, f. 369 Essay of Dramatic Poesy: notes re: critical positions of four speakers, occasion for writing 
 Essay, identity of speakers, historical setting in   Essay, chronology of publication, main 
points in controversy, argument over rhyme, history of rhyme controversy, argument 
over unities, Dryden's relationship to Milton and use of rhyme, history of unities, stage 
design in 18th century and its influence on unities

b. 27, f. 370 Examen of The Silent Woman. notes re: Dryden's attitude toward comedy, references to 
Jonson and Shakespeare in his work, influences on Dryden's criticism, especially Corneille, 
Corneille's reputation in England, Dryden's scepticism, prose style, Dryden as critic

b. 27, f. 371 Second assignment, paper topics, bibliography and notes re: comedy of manners versus 
comedy of humours, mixed way (i.e., wit and humour), theory of humours, 18th century 
attitudes toward laughter, shift in focus from tragedy (i.e., Aristotle) to heroic play or 
poem (i.e., Dryden), definition of heroic play and its relationship to other dramatic forms 
(e.g., opera, masque, French classical drama and earlier English drama), Dryden's five 
heroic plays and The Rehearsal

b. 27, f. 372 Bibliography and notes re: criticism of Dryden's heroic plays, Dryden's career as 
dramatist and ambition to write national epic, comedies, critical problem of relationship 
between conversation and prose style, Restoration voit, Dryden and Rochester

b. 27, f. 373 Notes re: French influences, shifts in critical stance, additions to critical vocabulary, 
poetic justice versus poetic injustice, catharsis, didacticism versus delight, Dryden's 
phases of literary production in relation to contemporary trends, satires, translations 
(especially Du Fresnoy), contribution to literary history, opinion of Chaucer

b. 27, f. 374 Dryden: articles re: Dryden's plays, satires and translations

b. 27, f. 375 Addison and Pope: assignment, paper topics, bibliography, diagrams and notes re: meaning of 
wit from 16th to 18th century, Addison's definitions of true, false and mixed wit, Pope's use of 
"wit" in Essay on Criticism, later devaluation of wit

b. 27, f. 376 Addison: articles

b. 27, f. 377 Spectator: notes re: imagination, primary and secondary pleasures, influence of Locke, 
art and nature, taste, grace, pictorialism, separation of cause and eDect in aesthetic 
experience, genius versus correctness, relation of imagination to the marvelous, 
subjectivity as creativity, ballad and theatre criticism, recognition of Milton, praise of 
Pope's   Essay on Criticism, Addison as gentleman-critic, forerunner of Romantic criticism

b. 28, f. 378 Pope. Essay on Criticism: notes re: sources (e.g., Boileau), use of "nature," "sense" and 
"taste," Augustan versus Romantic concept of nature; criticism in prose; Hobbes and Locke: 
empiricism and theories of imagination

b. 28, f. 379 "On Gardens" ( Guardian, 173): bibliography and notes re: Pope's Grotto, rise of landscape 
gardening
English

See also: box 9, folder 124

b. 28, f. 380 Music and poetry: bibliography and notes re: theories of the original relationship between 
music and poetry, later 18th and 19th century attempts to define and recreate relationship 
between "sister arts"

b. 28, f. 381 Lessing: bibliography and notes re: dramatic criticism
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b. 28, f. 382 Laokoön: assignment, paper topics, bibliography and notes re: Lessing's contribution to 
drama and criticism, relationship between Virgil and sculpture, moment of sculpture, 
form versus color, history of statue

b. 28, f. 383 Laokoön: articles

b. 28, f. 384 Laokoön: bibliography and notes re: history and influence of   ut pictura poesis, division of 
arts, history of "beaux arts," Ninckelman as critic, Lessing's attack on Spence and Caylus, 
anticipations of Lessing's distinctions between arts and argument

b. 28, f. 385 Lessing. Laokoön: pictures

b. 28, f. 386 Johnson, Reynolds and Warton: assignment, paper topics, bibliography and notes re: Johnson: 
generality and particularity in poetry, truth of fact, imagination, moral and mimetic aims of 
poetry, history of biography, rules versus experience and feeling, the pathetic, the sublime and 
the beautiful

See also: box 14, folder 216 See also: box 9, folder 128

b. 29, f. 388 Reynolds. Discourses: notes re: sources of ideas, universal, relationship of poetry to painting, 
Blake's annotations, Ruskin's criticisms; Johnson: versification; pictographs, ideograms, 
development of alphabet; outline for "Lakoön: An Oracle Reconsulted"

See also: box 57, folder 242

b. 29, f. 390 Ut pictura, cum poesis: bibliography and notes re: visual or iconographic aspect of language

b. 29, f. 391 Johnson as critic: bibliography and notes re: secondary material

b. 29, f. 392 Technical words: bibliography and notes re: various 18th century opinions on the use of 
technical words in poetry

b. 29, f. 393 Great Chain of Being: bibliography and notes re: uniformity and diversity, abstract and general 
theories

b. 29, f. 394 Psychological criticism: bibliography and notes re: 16th through 18th centuries

b. 29, f. 395 Pleasures of tragedy: articles re: 18th century theories of emotions aroused by tragedy

b. 29, f. 396 Association: bibliography and notes re: various 18th century theories and their implications for 
literary criticism

b. 29, f. 397 Hume as critic: bibliography and notes

b. 29, f. 398 Diderot: bibliography and notes re: theory of language, synaesthesia, decline of poetry in 
response to civilization

b. 29, f. 398A Herder: bibliography and notes re: theory of language and literature anticipation of Romantic 
theories

b. 29, f. 399 Aesthetic autonomy: notes re: 18th century attitudes

b. 29, f. 400 Kant: bibliography and notes re: theory of aesthetic experience, definition of aesthetic 
autonomy

b. 29, f. 401 Schiller: bibliography and notes re: distinction between naÃ¯ve and sentimental poetry

b. 29, f. 402 Goethe: bibliography and notes re: classicism and Romanticism versus naÃ¯ve and sentimental
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b. 30, f. 403 Schelling: bibliography and notes re: creativity, aesthetic experience, poetic forms, absolute 
idealism, relationship to Fichte and Hegel

b. 30, f. 404 The Schlegels: bibliography and notes re: diDerences between two brothers, relationship 
between history and criticism, classic versus romantic, role as popularizers

b. 30, f. 405 Novaks: bibliography and notes re: relationship between music and poetry, Shakespeare 
criticism, Heinrich von Ofterdinger as fairy tale and opera,   Gesamtkunstwerk

b. 30, f. 406 Jean Paul: bibliography and notes re: biography, theory of comedy especially universality of 
humour characters

b. 30, f. 407 Solgar: bibliography and notes re: beauty versus interest, function of irony, dualistic idealism

b. 30, f. 408 Schleiermacher: bibliography and notes re: biography and reputation, theory of language, 
contribution to hermeneutics

b. 30, f. 409 Hegel: bibliography and notes re: theory of art or concrete universal, poetry and painting, 
poetry and music, meter

b. 30, f. 410 Ludwig and Von HoDmansthal: articles re: Ludwig's theory of poetic inspiration and Von 
HoDmansthal's aesthetics

b. 30, f. 411 Romanticism and Classicism: Stallman's notes re: various definitions of terms

b. 30, f. 412 Romanticism: Wellek articles, "The Concept of 'Romanticism' in Literary History" and "Italian 
Criticism in the Romantic Age" (from History of Modern Criticism); syllabus for Wellek's 
"History of Literary Criticism" (Voltaire-Coleridge)

b. 30, f. 413 Babbitt: assignment, paper topics, bibliography and notes re: precursors, stand against 
Romanticism, definition of Humanism and its relationship to religion, theory of imagination, 
ethical demand on imagination, relationship to More and Winters

b. 30, f. 414 Poetic diction: bibliography and notes re: definitions, apologies and uses

b. 30, f. 415 Poetic diction: bibliography and notes re: attitudes toward, definitions of and theories of 
clichés, relationship of clichés to periphrases, examples of how clichés can be used

b. 30, f. 416 Wordsworth and Coleridge: poetic diction: assignment, paper topics, bibliography and notes 
re: history of terms for poetic diction, 18th century attitudes, examples, uses (e.g., Petrarchan 
conceit, periphrase), opposition from classicists, Puritans and Romantics

b. 30, f. 417 Poetic diction: notes re: reasons (e.g., Classical epithet, couplet, lack of direct 
observation, social and philosophical implications); Wordsworth's attitude toward 
language, the hackneyed in poetry and meter; Coleridge's disagreement with 
Wordsworth over rusticity, the hackneyed and its sources, strengths and weaknesses of 
Wordsworth's own poetry, nature of dramatization; antecedents of Wordsworth (e.g., 
primitive poets of 18th century, Burns, Ossian, ballad revival); origins of poetic language 
and new words antecedents of Wordsworth.

See also: box 15, folder 228 See also: box 16, folder 234 See also: box 17, folder 244 See also:
box 17, folder 246

b. 30, f. 418 Joubert: bibliography and notes re: Pensées

b. 30, f. 419 Imagination and fancy: assignment, paper topics, bibliography and notes re: earlier 
distinctions between imagination and fancy, Wordsworth's and Coleridge's attempt 
to define and diDerentiate between imagination and fancy, areas of disagreement, 
Wordsworth's Guide to the Lakes
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b. 31, f. 420 Wordsworth and Coleridge: imagination and fancy: notes re: German influences on Coleridge, 
Coleridge on the reconciliation of opposites, 18th century theories of association (e.g., in 
writings of Hobbes, Locke, Hume and Hartley), influence of theories and 18th century Scottish 
"common sense" school on Coleridge's aesthetic theory

b. 31, f. 421 Imagination and fancy: notes re: poetry, use of nature imagery, Kant's influence on 
Coleridge, question of Coleridge's indebtedness to German philosophers, Kant's theory 
of play

b. 31, f. 422 Imagination and fancy: notes re: Coleridge's Shakespeare criticism; emphasis on emotion; 
Wordsworth's philosophy and its relationship to poetry and religion; attitudes toward 
the sublime, relationship of word to object and word play

b. 31, f. 423 Wordsworth: articles by GeoDrey Hartman

b. 31, f. 424 Hazlitt: bibliography and notes re: similarity to Lamb, impressionism, taste and poetry's 
relationship to civilization

b. 31, f. 425 Leigh Hunt: bibliography and notes re: definition of poetry

b. 31, f. 426 DeQuincey: bibliography and notes re: functions of literature and attitude toward Wordsworth

b. 31, f. 427 Taine, JouDroy, Quatremère and Cousin: articles and notes re: changing concept of imitation

b. 31, f. 428 Emerson and Thoreau: articles re: organic form

b. 31, f. 429 Carlyle: bibliography

b. 31, f. 430 Whitman: articles re: Carlyle's and Emerson's influence

b. 31, f. 431 Mill: bibliography

b. 31, f. 432 Shelley: bibliography and notes re: scientific and philosophic influences

b. 31, f. 433 Articles

b. 31, f. 434 Vico: bibliography

b. 31, f. 435 Shelley, Peacock, Vico, Blake and Poe: assignment, paper topics, bibliography and notes 
re: biographies of Peacock and Bentham, relationship of Peacock's Four Ages to Shelley's 
 Defence, Bentham's theory of poetry

See also: box 17, folder 252

b. 32, f. 439 Arnold: notes re: history of attitudes toward reform of the English language, problems in 
translation

b. 32, f. 440 bibliography and notes re: poems

b. 32, f. 441 articles

b. 32, f. 442 Sainte-Beuve: bibliography and notes re: attitude toward criticism and critical method

b. 32, f. 443 notes re: Trévoux's dictionary

b. 32, f. 444 Pre-Raphaelites: articles from Times Literary Supplement

b. 32, f. 445 Tennyson: articles from Times Literary Supplement
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b. 32, f. 446 Schneewind. "Moral Problems and Moral Philosophy in the Victorian Period" (English Institute, 
1964)

b. 32, f. 447 Ruskin: bibliography and notes re: Modern Painters

b. 32, f. 448 Lewes: bibliography

b. 32, f. 449 Swinburne: bibliography

b. 32, f. 450 Art for Art's Sake: bibliography and notes re: French and English origins of movement, 
Whistler-Ruskin controversy, Pater and Wilde, Baudelaire and Poe

b. 32, f. 451 Whistler: articles and reproductions

b. 32, f. 452 Socio-Realism (Marxist criticism): bibliography and notes re: development from French realism 
and naturalism, Russian criticism before Tolstoy, development after Tolstoy, Leftist writers 
and critics in America and Great Britain

b. 33, f. 453 Articles

b. 33, f. 454 Tolstoy: assignment, paper topics, bibliography and notes re: biography, religious ideas and 
structure of What Is Art?, rejection of modern aesthetics, relationship of beauty and good, 
theories of transmission

b. 33, f. 455 Notes re: problem of defining universality, taste, attitude toward Shakespeare, stories

b. 33, f. 456 Kirkegaard: bibliography and notes re: Either/Or

b. 33, f. 457 Ortega y Gasset: article

See also: box 33, folder 454-455

b. 33, f. 458 Brunetière: bibliography

b. 33, f. 459 Relativism in values: notes re: Boas, Heyl, Torey and Housman with anti-relativist examples 
from Monroe C. Beardsley in draft for "ADective Fallacy"

b. 33, f. 460 De Sanctis: articles

b. 33, f. 461 Dewey: bibliography and notes re: Instrumentalism

b. 33, f. 462 Dilthey: article by Wellek

b. 33, f. 463 Bosanquet, Ducasse, Abercrombie, Dewey and Vivante: bibliography and notes re: relationship 
to Croce

b. 33, f. 464 Conrad, Melville and Kafka: articles re: use of symbolism

b. 33, f. 465 Little: reviews and notes re: The Nature of Art

b. 33, f. 466 Croce: assignment, paper topics, bibliography and notes re: oppositions in system, system 
as whole, biography, key statements from Aesthetic, autobiography and   Britannicaarticle, 
problem with speaking in terms of ideal, primary cognitive problem, use of terms, "intuition," 
"concept" and "sensation," development of four means of "feeling"

b. 33, f. 467 Articles

b. 33, f. 468 Notes re: external work of art, ugliness, genre, attitude toward language, anti-
intellectualism, practical criticism and its relationship to theory
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b. 33, f. 469 Stevens: bibliography and articles re: extreme idealism

b. 33, f. 470 Pop Art: articles and examples for use with Croce

b. 33, f. 471 Pop Art and Camp: articles re: 20th century art and artists

b. 33, f. 472 Symbolization (Cassirer, Barfield and Langer): assignment, paper topics, bibliography 
and notes re: theories of myth, meanings and uses of "sign" and "symbol," definition of 
symbolization, various expressions of theory from Hegel to Eliot

b. 33, f. 473 Notes re: Cassiser's theory of language and its relationship to myth, sequence of 
Barfield's ideas in Poetic Diction (i.e., theory of metaphor as return to original unity of 
consciousness), Langer's theory of language and poetry

b. 33, f. 474 Origin of language: bibliography and notes

b. 33, f. 475 Myth and ritual: articles

b. 33, f. 476 Symbolist movement: bibliography and notes re: French and Russian movements

b. 33, f. 477 Experimental aesthetics: bibliography and notes re: mechanical explanations of consciousness 
from Hartley to Richards and main kinds of psychological theory

b. 34, f. 478 Secondary Qualities: bibliography and notes re: sensation and perception

b. 34, f. 479 Pleasure and pain: bibliography, notes and correspondence re: problem of value

b. 34, f. 480 Contemplation, disinterest and detachment: bibliography and notes re: use of terms and 
theory from Aquinas to Santayana

b. 34, f. 481 Poetry and truth: bibliography and notes

b. 34, f. 482 Value terms: notes re: their limitations and use

b. 34, f. 483 Emotionalist theories: bibliography and notes re: catharsis, emphathy and Hedonism

b. 34, f. 484 Metaphor: bibliography and notes re: various definitions and theories of metaphor, multiple 
interpretations of image

b. 34, f. 485 Genre: correspondence and reviews re: Hirsch's Validity in Interpretation and Genre(University 
of Illinois)

b. 35, f. 486 Richards: assignments, paper topics, bibliography and notes re: system, biography, relationship 
to critical tradition, meaning of "emotion," arguments in Principles of Literary Criticism

b. 35, f. 487 Xeroxes of his writings

b. 35, f. 488 Notes re: criticism from contemporaries (e.g., Ransom, Ortega, Empson); objections to 
attitude toward conscious and unconscious, mechanism, abstractionism, and system for 
evaluation; status of poem; theory of badness in poetry; Wimsatt's theory of coherence 
and correspondence; double diagonal fallacy; communication and value judgment; theory 
of language and emotion; problem of values; imagination and reconciliation; metaphor 
and ambiguity; music of poetry (i.e., meter and rhyme)

b. 35, f. 489 Practical Criticism: notes re: sincerity as criterion for excellence, hidden premises in 
selection of examples, interpretation of specific examples

b. 35, f. 490 Music of poetry: bibliography and notes re: Richards and others
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b. 35, f. 491 Value: selected notes re: relationship to subject and object, relativity of pleasure, neutral and 
value terms, indefinability of aesthetic value and its relationship to moral value

b. 35, f. 492 Tension: bibliography and notes re: good and evil, science, and literature, irony

b. 35, f. 493 History of verse and verse theory: bibliography and notes re: closed couplet and rhetorical 
terms used to describe verse

b. 35, f. 494 Rhythm: bibliography and notes re: spoken and written English

b. 35, f. 495 Empson: bibliography

b. 35, f. 496 Times Literary Supplementreviews re: religion and philosophy, critiques of science and 
positivism

b. 35, f. 497 Black: bibliography

b. 35, f. 498 Role of convention in poetry: bibliography and notes re: analogy to games

b. 35, f. 499 Poetry and reading public: bibliography

b. 35, f. 500 Eastman: bibliography and notes re: scientism

b. 35, f. 501 Winters: bibliography and notes te: Primitivism and Decadence

b. 36, f. 502 Irony: bibliography and notes re: work of Brooks, reactions to New Criticism, extension of 
concept of irony, idea of reconciliation of opposites

b. 36, f. 503 Eliot: bibliography and notes re: objective correlative, Eliot as critic, poetry and morals

b. 36, f. 504 Eliot: bibliographies and Stallman's notes re: critic's function and objective correlative

b. 36, f. 505 Ransom: bibliography and notes re: theories of poetic language's relationship to meaning from 
Plato to Ransom, criticism of Ransom's New Criticism

b. 36, f. 506 Tate: bibliography and notes re: three types of poetry, definition of good poetry, critique of 
terminology (i.e., intension and extension, connotation and denotation)

b. 36, f. 507 Warren: bibliography

b. 36, f. 508 Frye: assignment and notes re: style and structure of Anatomy, view of critic, problem of 
evaluation, seasonal cycle, myth as gimmick

b. 36, f. 509 Notes re: seasons, in diDerent cultures and various kinds of mistakes or oversights in 
writings

b. 36, f. 510 Notes re: Blake's and Frye's mythologies, problems with Frye's archetypes, concept of 
imagination and relationship between system and diagrams, disciples' misunderstanding 
of system

b. 36, f. 511 Reviews of his work

b. 36, f. 512 Kinds: bibliography and notes

b. 36, f. 513 Semiotics and Semantics: bibliography and notes re: Morris' theory of signs, Chase's theory of 
language and use of "semantics"

b. 37, f. 514 Tatarkiewicz. History of Aesthetics: notes re: classical and medieval periods
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b. 37, f. 515 Poems: bibliography and notes re: analyses and comparisons

b. 37, f. 516 Historico-intentional problems: notes re: Burke's interpretation of the Ancient Mariner and 
Co\n's interpretation of   A Valediction:   Forbidding Mourning

b. 37, f. 517 Semiotics and Interpretation: re: views by M. C. Beardsley

b. 37, f. 518 Language: bibliography and notes re: history of language (from Lane's course, 1936), modern 
linguistic theories of poetry and words, ambiguity and word pairs

b. 37, f. 519 Auden: "A Critical Bibliography" by Ellsworth G. Mason

b. 37, f. 520 Pound: articles, reviews and notes re: Teele, Through a Glass Darkly

b. 37, f. 521 Stendahl, LaForgue, Apollinaire, Aragon and Eluard: articles and reviews

b. 37, f. 522 Neo-Romantics: bibliography

b. 37, f. 523 New Criticism: articles re: political aspects and correspondence with A. Tate re: protest 
against Hillyer's attack on New Criticism ( Saturday Review of Literature, 1950)

b. 37, f. 524 Articles and notes re: new amateurism and historicism

b. 37, f. 525 Modern American scene and literature: Times Literary Supplementreviews and articles

b. 37, f. 526 Wittgenstein: bibliography and notes re: theory of language

b. 37, f. 527 Structuralism: bibliography

b. 37, f. 528 Assignment, bibliography and notes re: history, definitions, Jakobson's influence, 
anthropological, social and psychological dimensions, RiDaterre's and Jakobson's 
interpretations of Les Chats

b. 37, f. 529 Articles and notes re: Jakobson on Shakespeare

b. 38, f. 530 Articles by Jakobson

b. 38, f. 531 Articles by RiDaterre

b. 38, f. 532 Articles by DeMan re: recent criticism

b. 38, f. 533 Articles by Todorov re: narrative and recent criticism

b. 38, f. 534 Articles re: Israel and the Soviet Union

b. 38, f. 535 Articles, notes and bibliography re: Barthes, Goldmann, Picard, Derrida and Structuralist 
Criticism

b. 38, f. 536 Articles re: Geneva School

b. 38, f. 537 Articles re: Levy-Strauss

b. 38, f. 538 Linguistics: articles re: recent developments related to literary criticism

b. 38, f. 539 Articles re: Chomsky
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b. 39, f. 1 Old French and phonetics: notes and exercises 1935 - 1936

b. 39, f. 2 French literature:

b. 39, f. 2 notes; 1935-1936

b. 39, f. 3 essays, 1935-1936

b. 39, f. 4 Anglo-Latin Poetry:

b. 39, f. 4 notes, 1937-1938

b. 39, f. 5 notes

b. 39, f. 6 Old English (language): notes, exams and exercises 1936 - 1937

b. 39, f. 7 essays and notes

b. 39, f. 8 Middle English language and literature (excluding Chaucer): notes, n.d.

b. 39, f. 9 17th century literature: notes re: history of prose style, essays re: Milton, Browne, Bacon and Burton, 
1936-1937

b. 39, f. 10 articles

b. 39, f. 11 Essay: "My Vote Goes to--Landon", printed

b. 39, f. 12 essay and notes re: Bunyan

b. 39, f. 13 essays re: Donne

b. 39, f. 14 essay and notes re: characters and humours in Jonson

b. 39, f. 15 essay re: parables of the Old Testament and style of the King James' version

b. 40, f. 16 essay re: broadside ballads

b. 40, f. 17 notes re: Bacon

b. 40, f. 18 articles re: John Aubrey

b. 40, f. 19 notes and articles re: Browne

See also: box 39, folder 9

b. 40, f. 20 17th century literature: essay, notes and articles re: Cavalier poets, Traherne and Crashaw

b. 40, f. 21 articles, notes and essay re: Alciati's and Quarles' emblem-books

b. 40, f. 22 essay, notes and articles re: Herbert

b. 40, f. 23 notes re: Herrick

b. 40, f. 24 essay and notes re: Selden and Howell

b. 40, f. 25 articles re: Rochester

b. 40, f. 26 essay, notes and articles re: Vaughan
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b. 40, f. 27 notes re: Walton's biography

b. 40, f. 28 essay and notes re: diaries and memoirs (e.g., Burney, Boswell and Pepys)

b. 40, f. 29 Shakespeare: notes re: pre-Shakespearean English drama, 1936-1937

b. 40, f. 30 articles

b. 40, f. 31 notes re: organization of seminar (with T. Brooke and K. Young), bibliography and essay re: 
Shakespeare and psychology

b. 40, f. 32 bibliography re: stage

b. 40, f. 33 notes re: sources and forerunners of Shakespearean comedy

b. 40, f. 34 notes re: use of Elizabethan psychology

b. 40, f. 35 articles and notes re: Antony and Cleopatra

b. 40, f. 36 notes re: As You Tike It

b. 40, f. 37 notes re: Coriolanus

b. 40, f. 38 notes re: Comedy of Errors

b. 40, f. 39 essay and notes re: Cymbeline

b. 40, f. 40 essay and notes re: Julius Caesar

b. 40, f. 41 Shakespeare: essays, notes and articles re: Hamlet

b. 40, f. 42 essay and notes re: Love's Labors Lost

b. 40, f. 43 essay and notes re: Macbeth

b. 40, f. 44 articles and notes re: Measure for Measure

b. 40, f. 45 essays and notes re: Merchant of Venice and   Merry Wives of Windsor

b. 40, f. 46 essay and notes re: Two Gentlemen of Verona and   Midsummer Night's Dream

b. 40, f. 47 essay, articles and notes re: Much Ado About Nothing

b. 40, f. 48 notes re: Pericles

b. 40, f. 49 notes re: Taming of the Shrew

b. 41, f. 50 bibliography and notes re: Timon of Athens

b. 41, f. 51 articles re: Titus Andronicus

b. 41, f. 52 essay and notes re: Troilus and Cressida

b. 41, f. 53 essay and notes re: Twelfth Night

b. 41, f. 54 essay and notes re: The Tempest and   Winter's Tale

b. 41, f. 55 notes re: criticism by Bridges, Schilcking and Shaw

b. 41, f. 56 Dryden to Gray: essay and notes re: Prior's debt to Martial, 1936-1937

17th century literature: essay, notes and articles re: Cavalier [...] (continued)  
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b. 41, f. 57 [Dryden to Gray?]: essay and notes re: biography of Arthur Murphy
English

b. 41, f. 58 Exam re: 18th century Scottish poets, 1935-1936
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b. 42, f. 1 Report on R. Pace, De Fructu, edited and translated by J.D. Ogden: text and notes undated

b. 42, f. 2 Report on dissertation of Engelhardt re: Sherry's Treatise of Schemes and Tropes: 
text

undated

b. 42, f. 3 Report on dissertation re: Addison: text undated

b. 42, f. 4 Lecture on Lamartia in Oedipus and the Poetics: text undated

b. 42, f. 5 "The Religious Poetry of Gerard Manley Hopkins" (Catholic Teachers' Conclave): 
text and draft, undergraduate paper on Hopkins and clippings from conference
English

1934 May 11

b. 42, f. 6 Prospectus for dissertation, The Prose Style of Samuel Johnson: text [pre–1939]

b. 42, f. 7 "Wit" (intended for Dictionary of World Literature): text and notes
English

[1943?]

b. 42, f. 8 Letter of the Editors of Commonweal re: Conway's review (1948 Apr 6) and 
comments on atheism and Christianity

1948 August 13

b. 42, f. 9 Comment on A. Tate, "Johnson on the Metaphysicals" (Modern Language 
Association): correspondence and notes

1948 December

b. 42, f. 10 "Ratiocinations of Edgar Allan Poe" (Grollier Club): correspondence and text
English

1949 March 15

b. 42, f. 11 "Epilogue: A Key to Tom Thumb"
English

1953 May 7-8

b. 42, f. 12 "The Philosopher and the Picture: An Ode: Highly Irregular" (recited at the 
retirement of T. M. Greene)
English

1953 May 25

b. 42, f. 13 "McCarthyism" (American Studies at Yale for Foreign Students): correspondence 
and text
English

1954 August 4

b. 42, f. 14 Final address as Chairman of the English Institute: notes 1954 September 
16

b. 42, f. 15 Comment on R. S. Crane, "The High Priori Road" (Modern Language Association): 
notes

1955 December

b. 42, f. 16 Comment on W. Sypher's and J. M. Patrick's papers on term "baroque" (Modern 
Language Association): correspondence and notes

1956 December

b. 42, f. 17 "Quotations from Work in Progress" (Symposium on Christian Wisdom, University 
of Notre Dame): correspondence and notes for lecture
English

1959 March 6

b. 42, f. 18 Valedictory address (Silliman Senior Dinner) 1962 May 7

b. 42, f. 19 "The Role of a Literary Critic" (transscript of Yale Reports, Number 283)
English

1963 March 31

b. 42, f. 20 "The Critic and the Arts" (transcript of Yale Reports, Number 327)
English

1964 May 24
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b. 42, f. 21 "Commencement Address" (Saint Louis University, St. Louis, Missouri): 
correspondence and drafts
English

See also: box 55, folder 212

1964 June 6

b. 42, f. 22 Valedictory address (Silliman Senior Dinner): correspondence and text 1965 May 16

b. 42, f. 23 "Rasselas": notes for a reading and lecture
English

[1966 
February ?]

b. 42, f. 24 "Reminiscences of Portsmouth Priory" (Portsmouth Priory Cum Laude Society): 
correspondence and text
English

1966 May 12

b. 42, f. 25 "How I Discovered Babe Ruth" ("Bonus Page" in a Christmas book for James, 
Wimsatt's son)
English

1966 December

b. 42, f. 26 "The Task": notes for a reading and lecture
English

1967 and 1968

b. 42, f. 27 "From Pope to Wordsworth" (English 25): text and handouts
English

1967 April, 1968 
April

b. 42, f. 28 "Portraits of Alexander Pope" (Twelfth Annual International Wedgwood Seminar): 
correspondence and drafts
English

1967 May 5

b. 43, f. 29 "That Is All Ye Know on Earth" (Society of Fellows for the Arts, Religion and 
Culture): correspondence
English

See also: box 56, folder 231

1968 February 3

b. 43, f. 30 "The Future of Criticism" (English Forum, Yale University): correspondence and 
text
English

See also: box 56, folder 231

1968 October 28

b. 43, f. 31 Christmas reading (Silliman College): notes and drafts 1968 December

b. 43, f. 32 "The Meaning of 'Great' Books" (Panel Discussion, WKW moderator): notes
English

1969 May 18

b. 43, f. 33 Introduction for Northrop Frye: text 1969 November 
25

b. 43, f. 34 Report on W. Morris, Rediscovery of Historicism: correspondence and text 1970 July 10

b. 43, f. 35 Chaucer: notes for a reading and lecture (Silliman College) 1971 April 21

b. 43, f. 36 Report on dissertation of M. Fishbein, "The Influence of the Idealism of F. H. 
Bradley on the Thought and Poetry of T. S. Eliot"

1971 May

b. 43, f. 37 Address re: the value of the humanities: notes 1972 September
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b. 44, f. 1 List of publications 1937-1972

b. 44, f. 2 Proposed publications: notes re: a collection of reviews and comments 1966

b. 44, f. 3 notes re: possible selections for a Yale anthology of criticism 1969

Books

b. 44, f. 4 The Prose Style of Samuel Johnson: correspondence and reviews 1941

b. 44, f. 5 drafts of "Foreword to the Second Printing" (1963)

b. 44, f. 6 notes re: three kinds of style undated

b. 44, f. 7 notes re: Demetrius, Dionysius and Cicero undated

b. 44, f. 8 notes re: antithesis, parallelism and enumeration undated

b. 44, f. 9 Philosophic Words: reviews, correspondence and drafts of reply to Keast's 
review (1950 Jan)

1948

b. 44, f. 10 correspondence re: research 1948

b. 44, f. 11 notes re: grammatical and classical definitions of simile and metaphor undated

b. 44, f. 12 ads and articles re: dictionaries undated

b. 44, f. 13 student papers re: foreign dictionaries used by Johnson undated

b. 44, f. 14 notes re: chronological relationship and general resemblances between
Rambler and   Dictionary

undated

b. 44, f. 15 notes re: statistics on Johnson's sources undated

b. 44, f. 16 bibliography and notes undated

b. 44, f. 17 notes cards re: sources of quotations undated

b. 45, f. 18 Philosophic Words: notes re: Johnson's contribution to the Harleian 
Catalogue, and use of Bacon

undated

b. 45, f. 19 notes re: Johnson's Timber undated

b. 45, f. 20 notes re: Ray's Synopsis Methodica and Miller's   Gardener's Dictionary

b. 45, f. 21 notes re: Sale Catalogue for Johnson's library undated

b. 45, f. 22 notes and correspondence re: Calmet's Dictionnaire Historique de la 
Bible

undated

b. 45, f. 23 An Undergraduate Essay: An Appreciation of John Brown's Body," by 
Stephen Vincent Benét

undated

b. 45, f. 24 notes re: Berkeley undated

b. 45, f. 25 notes re: Lives of Poets as source undated

b. 45, f. 26 correspondence and notes re: South's Sermons undated
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b. 45, f. 27 photos undated

b. 45, f. 28 Alexander Pope :   Selected Poetry and Prose (edited with an Introduction): 
correspondence

1951

b. 45, f. 29 correspondence re: revised edition (1972)

b. 45, f. 30 Verbal Icon: correspondence re: permission to reprint essays 1954

b. 45, f. 31 reviews undated

b. 45, f. 32 correspondence re: reviews undated

b. 46, f. 33 correspondence re: reactions to book undated

b. 46, f. 34 correspondence re: "The Verbal Icon" (Wimsatt's response to an 
anonymous Times Literary Supplement review, 1954 Dec 10

1954

b. 46, f. 35 correspondence re: permission to translate or reprint essays from 
book, paperback edition, Methuen edition and possibility of enlarging 
book

undated

b. 46, f. 36 English Stage Comedy:   English Institute Essays, 1954 (edited with an 
Introduction): correspondence, drafts, announcements and reviews
English

1955

b. 46, f. 37 Literary Criticism:   A Short History (with C. Brooks): correspondence re: 
permission to quote from other works

1957

b. 46, f. 38 reading version of Epilogue and introduction used at Newton College (1956)

b. 46, f. 39 correspondence with A. Shernotte re: index undated

b. 46, f. 40 correspondence with Knopf re: complimentary and review copies undated

b. 46, f. 41 correspondence with Knopf, Laura Riding and Times Literary 
Supplement re: revisions for new printings

undated

b. 46, f. 42 correspondence re: R. M. Adams' review in The Hudson Review (1957)

b. 46, f. 43 correspondence re: H. Levin's review in Modern Language Notes (1958) 
and drafts of a reply

b. 46, f. 44 translation of E. Lourenco's review (1960)

b. 46, f. 45 correspondence re: Italian translation by A. Tagliaferri undated

b. 46, f. 46 correspondence with S. Kumar re: permission to reprint Arnold section undated

b. 46, f. 47 Parodies of Ballad Criticism (Selected with an Introduction): correspondence, 
notes and draft
English

1957

b. 46, f. 48 Boswell for the Defense (Introduction): correspondence and drafts
English

See also: box 54, folder 179

1959

b. 46, f. 49 Samuel Johnson on Shakespeare

See also: box 14, folder 216

1960

Books > Philosophic Words : notes re: Johnson's contribution to the Harl [...] (continued)  
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b. 46, f. 50 Explication as Criticism:   Selected Papers from the English Institute, 
1941-1952: notes, drafts and correspondence re: original edition and AMS 
reprint
English

1963

b. 47, f. 51 Hateful Contraries: correspondence re: reviews and reactions 1965

b. 47, f. 52 reviews

b. 47, f. 53 correspondence re: permission to reprint essays

b. 47, f. 54 correspondence re: permission to reprint essays from book

b. 47, f. 55 (introduction): notes and materials re: anti-criticism
English

b. 47, f. 56 ("Aristotle and Oedipus or Else"): correspondence, notes, text and 
drafts re: lecture (Georgetown University, 1960)
English

b. 47, f. 57 ("Aristotle and Oedipus or Else"): draft and reviews of Else
English

b. 47, f. 58 Versification:   Major Language Types: (edited with a Foreword): reviews 1972

b. 47, f. 59 Literary Criticism : Idea and Act: (edited with an Introduction): 
correspondence

1974

b. 47, f. 60 notes

b. 47, f. 61 drafts of Introduction

b. 47, f. 62 reviews

b. 47, f. 63 Day of the Leopards: correspondence 1976

b. 47, f. 64 drafts and notes re: jacket copy, table of contents, acknowledgments 
and introduction

b. 47, f. 65 ("In Search of Verbal Mimesis"): correspondence, notes and drafts
English

b. 47, f. 66 Samuel Johnson:   Selected Poetry and Prose: (edited with F. Brady): drafts for 
Introduction

1977

b. 47, f. 67 drafts and notes for Introduction

Articles, Reviews, and Comments

b. 48, f. 68 "Vincent of Beauvais and Chaucer's Cleopatra and Croesus": correspondence 
and original term paper
English

1937 July

b. 48, f. 69 "Poe and the Chess Automation": draft 1939 May

b. 48, f. 70 correspondence

b. 48, f. 71 general bibliography re: Poe's writings

Books (continued)  
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b. 48, f. 72-73 bibliography and notes re: automatons

b. 48, f. 74 Review of Yale Literary Magazine 1940 May

b. 48, f. 75 "Poe and the Mystery of Mary Rogers": drafts 1941 March

b. 48, f. 76 correspondence re: research, publication and reactions to article

b. 48, f. 77 correspondence and notes re: Spencer

b. 48, f. 78 notes re: secondary material

b. 48, f. 79 bibliography and articles

b. 48, f. 80 notes re: contemporary newspaper accounts of case

b. 49, f. 81 photostats of newspaper accounts

b. 49, f. 82 notes re: opinions on Poe's solution to case

b. 49, f. 83 notes re: abortion theory, Madame Restell and Wallace's confession

b. 49, f. 84 notes re: references to newspaper accounts in the story

b. 49, f. 85 "Poe and the Mystery of Mary Rogers": notes re: story
English

b. 49, f. 86 Review of Yale Literary Magazine 1941 May

b. 49, f. 87 "When Is Variation 'Elegant'?": correspondence 1942 January

b. 49, f. 88 notes and examples

b. 49, f. 89 "Comment on [N.F. MacLean and E. Olson] Two Essays in Practical Criticism": 
correspondence, draft and notes
English

1942

b. 49, f. 90 Review of Yale Literary Magazine 1942 February

b. 49, f. 91 "Foote and a Friend of Boswell's: A Note on The Nabob": correspondence and 
notes

1942 May

b. 49, f. 92 notes

b. 49, f. 93 "Antithesis" (for Dictionary of World Literature): corrected proof
English

1943

b. 49, f. 94 "Intention" and "Abstract, General" (with M.C. Beardsley for Dictionary of 
World Literature): draft with notes

1943

b. 49, f. 95 correspondence with A. Coomaraswamy 1943

b. 49, f. 96 "Johnsonian Generality and Philosophic Diction": answer to A. Friedman's 
review of The Prose Style of Samuel Johnson
English

1943 January

b. 49, f. 97 "What Poe Knew About Cryptography": drafts 1943 September

b. 49, f. 98 correspondence re: research, publication and and reactions

Articles, Reviews, and Comments > "Poe and the Chess Automation": draft (continued)  
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b. 49, f. 99 bibliography, correspondence and notes re: sources of Poe's 
information on cryptography and use in "The Gold Bug"

b. 50, f. 100 notes re: cryptograms and references to cryptography in Poe's 
correspondence

b. 50, f. 101 notes re: secondary accounts of Poe's interest in cryptography

b. 50, f. 102 "What Poe Knew About Cryptography": notes re: Poe's contributions to
Graham's Magazine and   Alexander's Weekly Messenger
English

b. 50, f. 103 "One Relation of Rhyme to Reason, Alexander Pope": correspondence and 
drafts (including revised version, 1952)

1944 September

b. 50, f. 104 bibliography and notes

b. 50, f. 105 notes

b. 50, f. 106 "Futher Comment on Constable and Collier": correspondence, notes and 
drafts
English

1945 April

b. 50, f. 107 Analysis of Auden's "Sir, No Man's Enemy" 1945 May

b. 50, f. 108 Review of J. Barzun, Teacher in America 1945 June

b. 50, f. 109 "'And So Back to the Dog!' Semiotic Claims the Humanities" (review of C. 
Morris, Signs,): correspondence, notes and drafts
English

1946

b. 50, f. 110 "Johnson and Scots": notes and draft
English

1946 March

b. 50, f. 111 Review of Studies in English (University of Texas) correspondence and draft 1946 March

b. 50, f. 112 "The Intentional Fallacy" (with M. C. Beardsley): notes and drafts 1946 July

b. 50, f. 113 correspondence

b. 50, f. 114 "The Structure of the 'Concrete Universal' in Literature": drafts and notes 1947 March

b. 51, f. 115 correspondence 1947 March

b. 51, f. 116 Review of J. Sutherland, "Some Aspects of 18th Century Prose" 1947 April

b. 51, f. 117 "Johnson on Electricity": correspondence, notes and drafts
English

1947 July

b. 51, f. 118 "Johnson's Treatment of Bolingbroke in the Dictionary": correspondence, 
notes and drafts
English

1948 January

b. 51, f. 119 "Self-Quotations and Anonymous Quotations in Johnson's Dictionary" (with 
M. H. Wimsatt): correspondence and drafts

1948 March

b. 51, f. 120 notes

Articles, Reviews, and Comments > "What Poe Knew About Cryptography": drafts (continued)  
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b. 51, f. 121 Review of R. Tuve, Elizabethan and Metaphysical Imagery: correspondence 
and draft

1948 March

b. 51, f. 122 Review of Yale Literary Magazine 1948 April

b. 51, f. 123 "Poetry and Morals: A Relation Reargued": correspondence and drafts 1948 June

b. 51, f. 124 notes

b. 51, f. 125 Review of I. A. Richards, Foundations of Aesthetics and Art and Faith: Letters 
between Jacques Maritain and Jean Cocteau: correspondence and draft

1948 December

b. 51, f. 126 "Rhetoric and Poems: The Example of Pope": correspondence and draft
English

1948

b. 51, f. 127 "The Structure of Romantic Nature Imagery": correspondence, drafts and 
notes
English

1949

b. 51, f. 128 Review of R. Wellek and A. Warren, Theory of Literature: other reviews, 
notes and draft

1949

b. 51, f. 129 "The ADective Fallacy" (with M. C. Beardsley): correspondence, notes and 
draft
English

See also: box 33, folder 459

1949 January

b. 51, f. 130 Review of English Institute Essays 1946: draft 1949 March

b. 51, f. 131 Review of D. W. Gotshalk, Art and the Social Order 1949 March

b. 51, f. 132 Review of G. E. Mueller, Philosophy of Literature 1949 April

b. 51, f. 133 Review of M. E. Prior, The Language of Tragedy 1949 July

b. 51, f. 134 Review of P. Rahv, Image and Idea 1949 December

b. 51, f. 135 "Mary Rogers, John Anderson, and Others" (reply to S. C. Worthen article): 
correspondence, drafts and notes
English

1950 January

b. 51, f. 136 "Verbal Style": texts and notes for lecture versions (Modern Language 
Association [?] and Silliman Workshop, n.d.)
English

1950 March

b. 52, f. 137 "The Domain of Criticism": correspondence, notes and drafts
English

1950 June

b. 52, f. 138 Review of T. Munro, The Arts and Their Interrelations: correspondence and 
drafts

1950 June

b. 52, f. 139 Review of L. Stephen, History of English Thought in the Eighteenth Century 1950 July

b. 52, f. 140 "Comments (Following NECEA papers by Dorothy Bethurum and Cleanth 
Brooks": correspondence
English

1950 October
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b. 52, f. 141 "Eliot's Comedy" (review of The Cocktail Party): correspondence, notes and 
drafts
English

1950 October

b. 52, f. 142 "Symbol and Metaphor" (review of M. Foss, Symbol and Metaphor in Human 
Experience): correspondence, notes and drafts
English

1950 December

b. 52, f. 143 "Poetry and Christian Thinking" (address to The Catholic Poetry Society of 
America, 1951): correspondence and draft
English

1951

b. 52, f. 144 "The Substantive Level": correspondence, notes and draft
English

1951

b. 52, f. 145 Review of H. Levin, ed., Perspectives of Criticism: correspondence 1951

b. 52, f. 146 "A Further Note on Poe's 'Balloon Hoax": correspondence, drafts and notes
English

1951 January

b. 52, f. 147 "Samuel Johnson and Dryden's Du Fresnoy": correspondence, notes and 
drafts
English

1951 January

b. 52, f. 148 Review of J. Arthos, The Language of Natural Description in 18th Century 
Poetry: correspondence and notes

1951 January

b. 52, f. 149 "History and Criticism": correspondence, notes, drafts and version read to 
Modern Language Association General Meeting (1950)
English

1951 February

b. 52, f. 150 Review of L. Lewisohn, The Magic Word: draft 1951 April

b. 52, f. 151 "A Conservative View" (review for Yale Daily News, Critics' Forum on 
Buckley's   God and Man at Yale): correspondence, notes and other reviews
English

1951 October

b. 52, f. 152 "Prufrock and Maud: From Plot to Symbol": articles, notes, correspondence 
and draft
English

1952

b. 52, f. 153 "Explication as Criticism" (English Institute Essays, 1951; original title 
"Critical Implications of Explication de Texte"): correspondence, notes and 
draft
English

1952

b. 52, f. 154 Review of Et Veritas, Special Issue: "The New Conservatism" 1952 May

b. 52, f. 155 Review of S. H. Butcher, Aristotle's Theory of Poetry and Fine Art: 
correspondence and draft

1952 October

"The Chicago Critics":

b. 52, f. 156 correspondence and other reviews of R. S. Crane, Critics and Criticism 
Ancient and Modern

1953

b. 53, f. 157 notes and draft
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b. 53, f. 158 "The Augustan Mode in English Poetry" (Modern Language Association, 
1952): correspondence, notes and drafts
English

1953 March

b. 53, f. 159 Review of J. W. Atkins, English Literary Criticism:   17th and 18th Centuries : 
draft

1953 June

b. 53, f. 160 Review of R. M. Schmitz, Pope's "Windsor Forest", 1712 1953 July

b. 53, f. 161 Review of W. Shumaker, Elements of Critical Theory: correspondence and 
draft

1953 October

b. 53, f. 162 "Exhuming the Recent Past" (review of W. V. O'Connor, An Age of Criticism, 
1900-1950): draft
English

1954

b. 53, f. 163 Review of J. H. Hagstrum, Samuel Johnson's Literary Criticism: 
correspondence and draft

1954 February

b. 53, f. 164 Review of C. I. Glicksberg, ed., American Literary Criticism: oD-print 1954 April

b. 53, f. 165 Review of J. C. Ranson, ed., The Kenyon Critics: correspondence, notes and 
draft

1954 June

b. 53, f. 166 "Two Meanings of Symbolism: A Grammatical Exercise": correspondence 
and drafts
English

1955

b. 53, f. 167 "Criticism Today: A Report from America" (lecture, The Catholic Renascence 
Society Symposium, 1955): correspondence and draft
English

1956 January

b. 53, f. 168 "Gay in Mystery" (review of J. Maritain, Creative Intuition and J. and R. 
Maritain,   Situation of Poetry):correspondence, notes and drafts
English

1956 February

b. 53, f. 169 "Croce and Art for Art's Sake:" reply to J. C. Maxwell's objection: 
correspondence and notes
English

1956 July

b. 53, f. 170 Review of J. H. Sledd and G. J. Kolb, Dr. Johnson's Dictionary: correspondence 
and draft

1956 July

b. 53, f. 171 "Accent 'Indefinite'" (review of W. Y. Tindall, The Literary Symbol)
English

1957

b. 53, f. 172 "Wimsatt on Winters" (review of Yvor Winters, Function of Criticism): drafts
English

1958-1959

b. 53, f. 173 "Poetic Tension: A Summary": correspondence, notes, drafts and release 
based on lecture (Catholic Commission on Intellectual and Cultural ADairs, 
1956 April)
English

1958 January

b. 53, f. 174 Review of W. J. Ong, S. J., Frontiers in American Catholicism: correspondence 
and drafts

1958 February

b. 53, f. 175 Review of A. Sherbo, Samuel Johnson, Editor of Shakespeare: correspondence 
and drafts

1958 March
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b. 53, f. 176 Review of J. Miles, Eras and Modes in English Poetry: correspondence and 
drafts

1958 April

b. 53, f. 177 Review of G. Poulet, Studies in Human Time, trans. E. Coleman: 
correspondence and drafts

1958 October

b. 54, f. 178 "Johnson's Dictionary. April 15, 1955" (lecture at Yale on 200th anniversary of 
Dictionary): correspondence and drafts
English

1959

b. 54, f. 179 "James Boswell: The Man and the Journal": correspondence and notes
English

See also: box 46, folder 48

1959

b. 54, f. 180 Review of J. Brown, Shakespeare and his Comedies: drafts 1959 January

b. 54, f. 181 Review of J. Hagstrum, The Sister Arts: correspondence, notes and drafts 1959 July

b. 54, f. 182 "The Concept of Meter: An Exercise in Abstraction" (with M. C. Beardsley): 
correspondence and drafts
English

1959 December

b. 54, f. 183 Review of J. Bradbury, The Fugitives and R. Roy, ed.,   The Fugitives' Reunion: 
correspondence and draft

1960

b. 54, f. 184 "A Philadelphian Meets Johnson": correspondence, notes and draft
English

1960 January

b. 54, f. 185 Review of W. Hipple, Jr.,The Beautiful, the Sublime, and the Picturesque in 
Eighteenth-Century British Theory: correspondence and draft

1960 February

b. 54, f. 186 Review of E. Wasserman, The Subtler Language: drafts 1961 February

b. 54, f. 187 "A Word for Rhythm and a Word for Meter" (with M. C. Beardsley): drafts, 
notes and correspondence re: answer to J. W. Hendren
English

1961 June

b. 54, f. 188 "Words" (review of C. S. Lewis, Studies in Words: correspondence and drafts
English

1961 July

b. 54, f. 189 "On the Objectivity of Meter" (with M. C. Beardsley, 1962): drafts and 
correspondence re: answers to E. Schwartz
English

1962

b. 54, f. 190 "Horses of Wrath: Recent Critical Lessons": correspondence, drafts and 
notes re: lecture and published versions
English

1962 January

b. 54, f. 191 Review of M. Krieger, The Tragic Vision: correspondence and draft 1962 January

b. 54, f. 192 "Reading Poetry" (Eighth Yale Conference on the Teaching of English)
English

1962 April

b. 54, f. 193 Review of H. Musurillo, S. J., Symbol and Myth in Ancient Poetry: 
correspondence, notes and drafts

1962 June

b. 54, f. 194 Review of J. Loftis, Comedy and Society from Congreve to Fielding:
correspondence, notes and draft

1962 October
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b. 54, f. 195 "Rhythm and 'Exercises in Abstraction'" (with M. C. Beardsley): answer to E. 
Schwartz
English

1962 December

b. 54, f. 196 "'Amicitiae Causa''': A Birthday Present from Curll to Pope"
English

1963

b. 54, f. 197 "Is Catholicism Anti-Democratic?"
English

1950 February

b. 54, f. 198 "Verbal Style: Logical and Counterlogical": correspondence, notes and drafts
English

1950 March

b. 54, f. 199 Review of Lectures in Criticism 1950 March

b. 54, f. 200 "The Game of Ombre" in The Rape of the Lock: correspondence, notes and 
drafts
English

1950 April

b. 54, f. 201 "Hubbub of Functional Terminology": reply to E. A. Post: correspondence and 
drafts
English

1950 April

b. 54, f. 202 Review of D. Daiches, A Study of Literature: correspondence and draft 1950 April

b. 55, f. 203 "What to Say about a Poem": correspondence and drafts re: College English
(short) version and   CEA Chap Book (lecture) version with comments and 
rebuttal
English

1963

b. 55, f. 204 "What to Say about a Poem": notes and drafts for version presented before 
The Eighth Annual Yale Conference on the Teaching of English
English

(1962)

b. 55, f. 205 "An Esthetic Relativist" (review of G. Boas, Heaven of Invention): 
correspondence and drafts
English

1963

b. 55, f. 206 Review of E. Wasserman, Pope's Epistle to Bathurst: draft 1963 January

b. 55, f. 207 Review of English Studies Today, ed., G. A. Bonnard: draft 1963 January

b. 55, f. 208 Review of J. Thompson, The Founding of English Meter: correspondence and 
draft

1963 June

b. 55, f. 209 "The Bodleian Portrait of Alexander Pope"
English

1963 July

b. 55, f. 210 Response to Arion questionnaire re: "The Classics and the Man of Letters" 1964

b. 55, f. 211 "An Image of Pope": correspondence, notes and drafts
English

1965

b. 55, f. 212 "Commencement Address" (LeMoyne College, Syracuse, New York): 
correspondence and draft
English

See also: box 42, folder 21

1965 August
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b. 55, f. 213 "A Distinguished Professor: Reality into Art" correspondence and drafts
English

1966

b. 55, f. 214 "Northrop Frye: Criticism as Myth": correspondence, reviews of Northrop 
Frye in Modern Criticism and text for lecture at Yale
English

1966

b. 55, f. 215 "Eliot's Weary Gestures of Dismissal": (review of T. S. Eliot, To Criticize the 
Critic and Other Writings): correspondence, notes and drafts
English

1966

b. 55, f. 216 Review of E. Vivas, The Artistic Transaction and Essays on the Theory of 
Literature: correspondence, drafts and notes

1966

b. 55, f. 217 Review of M. Krieger, A Window to Criticism: Shakespeare's "Sonnets" and 
 Modern Poetics

1966 August

b. 55, f. 218 "Sparshott on Aesthetics: A Guided Tour" (review of F. E. Sparshott, The 
Structure of Aesthetics): correspondence, drafts and notes
English

1966 September

b. 55, f. 219 "On Scanning English Meters" (review of H. Gross, Sound and Form in 
Modern Poetry): correspondence, notes and drafts
English

1966 October

b. 55, f. 220 Review of R. Marsh, Four Dialectical Theories of Poetry: correspondence, 
notes and drafts

1966 October

b. 56, f. 221 "Literary Criticism" (for New Catholic Encyclopedia): correspondence, notes 
and draft
English

1967

b. 56, f. 222 Anonymous review of J. Pope-Hennessy, The Portrait in the Renaissance: 
draft and notes

1967

b. 56, f. 223 Review of C. Johnson,Reason's Double Agents: correspondence, drafts and 
reply to Johnson's objections

1967 January

b. 56, f. 224 Review of H. Lemaitre, Les Pierres dans l'oeuvre de Ruskin: correspondence, 
notes and drafts

1967 April

b. 56, f. 225 Anonymous review of E. Segal, Roman Laughter 1968

b. 56, f. 226 Review of M. Krieger, A Window of Criticism: correspondence, drafts and 
notes

1966 August

b. 56, f. 227 "How to Compose Chess Problems and Why": bibliography, articles and 
notes
English

1968

b. 56, f. 228 "In Praise of Rasselas: Four Notes (converging)": correspondence, notes and 
draft
English

1968

b. 56, f. 229 "Genesis: A Fallacy Revisited": correspondence, notes and draft
English

1968

b. 56, f. 230 "Genesis: A Fallacy Revisited": articles re: intentionalism
English
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b. 56, f. 231 "Day of the Leopards": correspondence, drafts and notes
English

See also: box 43, folder 29-30

1969

b. 56, f. 232 "Day of the Leopards": background articles
English

b. 56, f. 233 background articles

b. 57, f. 234 "Imitazione come liberta: 1717-1798": correspondence re: translation
English

See also: box 57, folder 240

1969 June

b. 57, f. 235 Anonymous review of E. Olson, The Theory of Comedy: correspondence 1969

b. 57, f. 236 Review of J. Walsh, Poe the Detective,   The Curious Circumstances Behind 
"The Mystery of Marie Roget": correspondence and draft

1969 January

b. 57, f. 237 Review of H. Gardner, Literary Studies: correspondence and drafts 1969 April

b. 57, f. 238 "Answers to the [Arion] Questionnaire with Appended Note on the 
Structure of correspondence and drafts
English

1970

b. 57, f. 239 "Imitation as Freedom, 1717-1793": drafts
English

See also: box 57, folder 234

1970

b. 57, f. 240 "Imitation as Freedom, 1717-1798": notes and bibliography

b. 57, f. 241 correspondence

b. 57, f. 242 Laokoön: An Oracle Reconsulted: correspondence and drafts

See also: box 29, folder 388

1970

b. 57, f. 243 Laokoön: An Oracle Reconsulted: notes and other materials used in essay

b. 57, f. 244 Review of Rentralgo, The Therapy of the Word in Classical Antiquity: notes 
and drafts

1970

b. 57, f. 245 "Charactonym" (letter to E. Labor, Managing Editor, The CEA Critic)
English

1970 May

b. 57, f. 246 "The Rule and the Norm: Halle and Keyser on Chaucer's Meter": 
correspondence with J. C. Beaver and F. G. Ryder

1970 May

b. 57, f. 247 correspondence with J. Bailey

b. 58, f. 248 correspondence with S. R. Levin and D. L. Bolinger

b. 58, f. 249 correspondence re: reprint

b. 58, f. 250 "Battering the Object: The Ontological Approach": drafts
English

1971

b. 58, f. 251 "Battering the Object: The Ontological Approach": correspondence
English
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b. 58, f. 252 Review of H. Gardner. Religion and Literature: draft

b. 58, f. 253 "Essay on Criticism" and "Essay on Man" (for The Encyclopedia Americana), 
correspondence and drafts
English

1971

b. 58, f. 254 Review of W. B. Piper, The Heroic Couplet: correspondence, notes and drafts 1971 April

b. 58, f. 255 "Belinda Ludens: Strife and Play" in The Rape of the Lock: drafts and notes 1972-1973

b. 58, f. 256 correspondence

b. 58, f. 257 "Organic Form: Some Questions about a Metaphor": drafts for lecture 
(Modern Language Association, 1969) and published versions

1972-1973

b. 58, f. 258 correspondence

b. 58, f. 259 bibliography articles and notes

b. 58, f. 260 notes and articles

b. 58, f. 261 Review of J. P. Russo, Alexander Pope;   Tradition and Identity: 
correspondence, notes and drafts

1972

b. 58, f. 262 "Day of the Leopards": reprint with comments
English

1972 May

b. 59, f. 263 "I. A. R[ichards]: What to Say About a Poem": drafts 1973

b. 59, f. 264 correspondence and notes

b. 59, f. 265 "We, Tiresias" (review of L. Trilling, Sincerity and Authenticity): 1973
English

1973

b. 59, f. 266 "Images of Samuel Johnson": correspondence and drafts of published and 
reading versions
English

1974

b. 59, f. 267 Review of S. Doubrovsky, The New Criticism in France: correspondence, 
notes and drafts

1974

b. 59, f. 268 "Silliman Chess"
English

1974 February

b. 59, f. 269 "Rhetoric and Poems: The Example of Swift" (Modern Language Association 
Section Paper, 1974): drafts
English

post–1974

b. 59, f. 270 "Rhetoric and Poems: The Example of Swift": correspondence
English

b. 59, f. 271 "Rhetoric and Poems: The Example of Swift": [English Institute Paper?]: 
drafts for longer version
English

b. 59, f. 272 "Rhetoric and Poems: The Example of Swift": notes re: Goliardic tradition

b. 59, f. 273 notes
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b. 59, f. 274 Review of J. Miles, Poetry and Change: correspondence and drafts 1975

b. 59, f. 275 "'Literature': Reason and Causes" (review of J. M. Ellis, The Theory of Literary 
Criticism): correspondence, notes and drafts
English

1975

b. 59, f. 276 "News from Abroad" (review of J. Culler,Structuralist Poetics, Structuralism, 
Linguistics and the Study of Literature): notes and drafts
English

[post–1975]

b. 59, f. 277 Review of W. Booth, A Rhetoric of Irony: correspondence, notes and drafts 1976 March
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b. 60, f. 1 Academic freedom: articles re: universities and professors

b. 60, f. 2 Academy of Literary Studies: correspondence 1971-1974

b. 60, f. 3 American Academy of Arts and Sciences: correspondence and citation 1965

b. 60, f. 4 American Comparative Literature Association: correspondence and newsletter 1951-1974

b. 60, f. 5 American Society for 18th Century Studies: correspondence 1970-1974

b. 60, f. 6 Art: Breughel and others

b. 60, f. 7 cartoons

b. 60, f. 8 Classical and Assyrian sculpture and architecture

b. 60, f. 9 Graz catalogue, 1964 1964

b. 60, f. 10 historical and geographical portraits

b. 60, f. 11 Japanese painting

b. 60, f. 12 19th and 20th century English and American paintings

b. 60, f. 13 paintings and sculpture in the Museum of Modern Art

b. 61, f. 14 16th, 17th and 18th century paintings

b. 61, f. 15 20th century French and Spanish paintings

b. 61, f. 16 Art and artists: book reviews from TLS

b. 61, f. 17 articles re: forgeries

b. 61, f. 18 Auchinleck Boswell Society: newsletters and correspondence 1970-1974

b. 61, f. 19 Boston College: correspondence, notes and papers re: conference on hermeneutics 1969

b. 61, f. 20 Boswell Papers: correspondence 1974-1975

b. 61, f. 21 Boundary 2: correspondence
English

1971

b. 61, f. 22 Catholic Renascence Society: correspondence 1954-1973

b. 61, f. 23 Chisholm, David H.: correspondence and paper re: Modern Language Association 
prosody seminar

1971

b. 61, f. 24 Concerning Poetry (Western Washington State College): correspondence 1967-1968

b. 61, f. 25 Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences: correspondence 1947-1974

b. 61, f. 26 Dyck, Martin: correspondence re: "Failure of the New Linguistics in Literary 
Studies" (Modern Language Association Seminar, 1974)

1975

b. 61, f. 27 English Institute: correspondence, minutes, programs and notes 1949-1970

b. 61, f. 28 correspondence, minutes, programs and notes
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b. 61, f. 29 Explicator: correspondence re: annual selection of best book of explication
English

1955-1975

b. 61, f. 30 Georgetown University Alumni Association: correspondence re: John Carroll 
award

1957

b. 61, f. 31 Gonzaga High School: correspondence re: class of 30's reunion 1955

b. 61, f. 32 Guggenheim Foundation: correspondence and applications [1945?]-1955

b. 62, f. 33 Harvard University, Society of Fellows: correspondence 1956

b. 62, f. 34 Hascall Dudley: correspondence and papers re: prosody and group status for MLA 
Prosody Seminar

1970-1972

b. 62, f. 35 Huntington Library: correspondence and information 1967

b. 62, f. 36 Indiana University: correspondence re: visiting professorship 1956

b. 62, f. 37 Johnson Edition (Yale): correspondence 1966-1967

b. 62, f. 38 Johnson Society of the Central Region: newsletter 1970

b. 62, f. 39 Kenyon College: correspondence re: honorary degree 1969-1970

b. 62, f. 40 Literary Theory and Structure:   Essays in Honor of W. K. Wimsatt: review by K. 
Kerrane and advertisements

b. 62, f. 41 Malof, Joseph: correspondence re: recommendations 1964-1971

b. 62, f. 42 Mita, Frank: correspondence and essays re: Wimsatt's early career 1975

b. 62, f. 43 Modern Language Association: correspondence, articles and statements re: 
Morse-Jesuit controversy

1958

b. 62, f. 44 Modern Language Association: correspondence and paper re: Seminar in 
Comparative Criticism

1971

b. 62, f. 45 More Edition (Yale): budget reports and correspondence 1970-1971

b. 62, f. 46 Newton College: correspondence re: prospective Yale student 1967-1968

b. 62, f. 47 O'Brien, Reverend Edwin B.: articles and obituary notices

b. 62, f. 48 O'Neill, J. M.: correspondence re: book on Catholics in secular education and 
creative writing in Catholic colleges

1955

b. 62, f. 49 Oxford University Press: correspondence 1970

b. 62, f. 50 Palm, Michael D.: correspondence re: recommendation 1972

b. 62, f. 51 Paton, Sister Mary: correspondence re: application to Yale 1959-1965

b. 62, f. 52 Poem:   A Critical Forum: correspondence 1972

b. 62, f. 53 PTL -   Poetics and Theory of Literature (B. Hrushkovski, editor): correspondence 1973-1974

b. 62, f. 54 Publishers: notes re: agents, addresses and books to be ordered
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b. 62, f. 55 Reviewing: articles and notes re: reviewer's anonymity

b. 62, f. 56 Schorer, Mark: correspondence re: loyalty oath at the University of California 1950

b. 62, f. 57 Scott, Foresman and Company: correspondence re: editorial project 1968

b. 62, f. 58 Shapiro, Michael: correspondence and article 1973

b. 62, f. 59 Sheed, Frank (Sheed and Ward Incorporated, Publishers): correspondence re: book 
for Catholic student in secular college

1954

b. 62, f. 60 Style (B. Rouse and J. R. Bennett, editors): correspondence 1966-1969

b. 62, f. 61 Tarlinskaja, M. G.: articles 1974

b. 62, f. 62 Taylor, Charles H.: correspondence 1966

b. 62, f. 63 University of Texas: correspondence re: lectures with C. Brooks 1956-1957

b. 62, f. 64 Villanova University: correspondence re: honorary degree 1961-1962

b. 64, f. 1 Wimsatt (parents): correspondence to

Per donor agreement, access to Wimsatt's correspondence to his parents are 
closed to research.

1935-1944

b. 62, f. 65 Wimsatt, William Kurtz: clipping re: appointment to Sterling professorship 1974 January 22

b. 62, f. 66 Yale University: documents re: May 1970 1970 May

b. 62, f. 67 draft of letter to Lovett and statement of H. S. Burr re: religion at Yale 1942 November 
25

b. 62, f. 68 Yale University, Chess Club: correspondence 1948-1971

b. 62, f. 69 Yale University, Company of College Printers: correspondence and program, 1967 1967

b. 63, f. 70 Yale University, English Department: foreign language exams

b. 63, f. 71 Yale University, English Department: materials used by WKW's exam committee 1959 March-May

b. 63, f. 72 memoranda and copies of departmental exams 1940-1964

b. 63, f. 73 Yale University, English Department, Special Committee on Graduate Studies: 
correspondence, minutes and proposals
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The following terms have been used to index the description of this collection in the Library's online 
catalog. They are grouped by name of person or organization, by subject or location, and by occupation and 
listed alphabetically therein.

Subjects
Criticism
Educators
English drama -- History and criticism
English literature
Literature -- History and criticism
Poetry
Versification

Names
Beardsley, Monroe C.
Coomaraswamy, Ananda K. (Ananda Kentish), 
1877-1947
Frye, Northrop, 1912-1991
Mabbott, Thomas Ollive, 1898-1968
Mita, Frank
O'Neill, James M. (James Milton), 1881-1970
Schorer, Mark, 1908-1977
Sheed, F. J. (Francis Joseph), 1897-1981
Tate, Allen, 1899-1979
Wellek, René, 1903-1995
Wimsatt, William K. (William Kurtz), 1907-1975

Corporate Bodies
Catholic Church
Catholic Renascence Society
Yale University. Department of English
Yale University -- Faculty
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